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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background of This Dissertation
1.1.1 Importance of Thermal Sensation
Currently, the techniques for reproducing audiovisual information are widely used. For example,
recorded sounds are possible to be played by speaker and images can be shown on display. These
techniques help the development of network technologies. Among them, treating the information on
tactile sensation is researched. It is thought that realizing the rendering and the transmission of tactile
sensation is beneficial for many cases such as remote medicine and multimedia tools. There are many
studies about a haptic interface. The linear actuator was developed to reproduce haptic information
[1]. Assistive robot to support the movement of sit and stand was also developed [2]. The study [3]
focused on a time delay of contact information, and the method improves the safety of remote operation
with communication delay. The literature [4] constructed low-cost motion control system using Micro
Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS). The motion control method using electric stimulation was also
studied [5]. Besides, the study about shaking hands between robot and human was proposed [6]. There
are several elements of tactile sensation [7]. For example, force sensation, thermal sensation and surface
touch are one of the tactile sensations. A lot of schemes [8]–[14] are proposed as elements of force and
surface touch.
An interaction between humans and robots should be considered to develop human support systems
using haptic technology. This dissertation focuses on the technique of rendering thermal sensation that is
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an essential element of the haptics for touching human and machines each other. The thermal technique
is required in the case of offering a sense of security and sharing a precise hand with thermal sensations
between remote places such as nursing care and rehabilitation robot. By using the thermal technique, a
medical robot can assist nurses in providing patients with warmth and coziness and can render a detailed
sensation such as hot/cold sensations for a doctor. Besides, the technique is expected to remote palpation
that doctors check the patients in remote locations. In addition, rendering thermal sensations are thought
to be beneficial in multimedia and communication fields. Haptic broadcasting can be realized by inte-
grating thermal techniques with other systems because thermal sensation help to obtain information of
an object accurately.
1.1.2 Resolution of Human Thermal Sensation
Humans have hot spots and cold spots for feeling hot sensation and cold sensation in their hands
[15, 16]. The spatial resolution of hot spots is about 25 mm, and that of cold spots is about 2-10 mm
[17]. There are some studies for researching the temporal resolution and temperature resolution. The
literature [18] shows that the temperature of feeling cool is lower than 29 C, and temperature of feeling
hot is higher than 37 C. The thermal sensation changes by some physical parameters of material as well
as changing rate (2.1 C/s) [19, 20]. Besides, it is known that thermal sensation is related to the thermal
effusivity. The study shows that temperature change of human finger changes depending on the thermal
effusivity of the contact material [21]. The model of contact temperature was derived from the ratio of
the thermal effusivity [22].
Human thermal sensation is related to spatial thermal information. For example, smaller temperature
differences can be detected by extending the area of rendering thermal sensation [23]. The studies [24]
shows a thermal sensitivity of fingertip changes depending on a thermal distribution. In addition, notice-
able temperature difference changes from patterns of thermal displays [25]. The literature [26] analyzed
the relationship between heated space and time duration of imposing heat sources. Other studies [27]
also analyzed a human body perception of coolness at changing temperatures from multiple dynamically
located heat sources.
Furthermore, some thermal stimuli create a false sensation. For instance, a phantom sensation is
generated from thermal stimuli [28]. When other fingers contact warm material, the middle side of a
finger feels warm [29, 30]. Besides, the illusion of heat burning occurs in the case of contact both hot
and cold objects [31, 32]. Therefore, spatial thermal information is related to human thermal sensation
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and rendering area has to be extended from the point of a heat source to a surface.
1.1.3 Conventional Method of Rendering Thermal Sensation
There are many studies about rendering a thermal sensation using thermoelectric elements called
Peltier device. By applying an electrical current to the device, it generates heat flow and it can both cool
and heat. Because the Peltier device can render warm and cold sensations, this device can be used for
various purposes [33]–[37]. The response speed is fast comparing to other thermal devices, and it can be
purchased cheaply. In many studies, a thermal sensation is rendered by contacting a human finger to the
Peltier device directly. Previously, the methods about temperature control on the surface of the device
considering contact of a finger have been proposed [38, 39]. For example, the methods of temperature
control based on modeling human finger [40] and considering the quality of the material [41] have been
reported. The literature [42] proposed the method to induce apparent movement by a cold sensation.
The heat flow control has also been researched [43]. Meanwhile, a heat disturbance observer (HDOB)
was proposed [44] that can control temperature with suppressing disturbance heat flow derived from a
disturbance observer [45]–[47]. Moreover, thermal conductance control [48, 49] was proposed by using
the characteristics of the relationship between temperature and heat flow. Besides, both temperature and
heat flow are controlled [50, 51]. In particular, a method of controlling both of them in the same time
utilizing heat inflow observer (HIOB) was proposed [52, 53]. By using the observer, the methods of
impedance control and heat bilateral control were proposed [54, 55].
In addition, there are some studies about rendering thermal sensation using a heat exchanger [56]. The
methods for reproducing both force and thermal sensations simultaneously have also been researched
[57, 58]. The literature [59] developed a force and thermal sensing skin. Moreover, the wearable device
for rendering force and thermal sensations was developed [60]. These methods can transmit the thermal
sensation on the fingertip.
1.1.4 Characteristics of Peltier Device
Many studies utilize a Peltier device to render a thermal sensation. Humans get thermal information
based on temperature and heat flow, and many control methods have been studied.
As for the health care system, a Peltier device is not only used for controlling but also monitoring ob-
jects. The literature [61] developed an interface in which some multiple sensors such as lactate, glucose,
and temperature sensors are mounted. in which some The flexible thermal devices for health monitoring
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were developed that can obtain information about a physical condition [62, 63]. Furthermore, the flex-
ible thermoelectric element for sensing materials was developed [64]. These thermal devices were also
developed to generate electricity from the body temperature [65, 66].
A Peltier device is composed of a metal and semiconductor, and there are three kinds of thermal re-
sistances; a phonon boundary resistance (semiconductor), an electric boundary resistance (metal), and
mixed boundary resistance (between semiconductor and metal). These resistances are changed depend-
ing on the temperature or potential difference of the device, and a Peltier device has a nonlinear charac-
teristics [67]-[69].
However, most of the studies use the device as a linear system. In other words, these methods do not
consider that an amount of heat flow generated from the device varies with a value of applying current.
There are some conventional methods that a heat flow generated from the device is treated as a quadratic
equation of temperature [70]-[72]. The model of these methods are close to an actual device; however,
change of characteristics has to be considered.
1.1.5 Lumped and Distributed Parameter Models
There are two ways of modeling heat conduction; a lumped parameter model and a distributed pa-
rameter model. Most studies describe heat conduction as a lumped parameter model. These methods
simplify the behavior of heat conduction, and it is difficult to express the detail temperature distribution
of the system. When these methods are combined with force sensation, the thermal sensation only for
a tip of a finger is reproduced. Then, spreading multiple thermal devices is required to reproduce tem-
perature distribution for delicate thermal sensation. In this case, a spatial rendering resolution is limited
because of a boundary between these devices and the size of it. In response to this, temperature different
from place to place has to be considered. In order to render temperature distribution, a method of spread-
ing some Peltier devices has been researched [73]. There is research about considering heat conduction
through an aluminum plate [74]. These methods model the system by dividing into some parts and have
limitations of the fineness of rendering.
To extend the rendering area, multiple heat sources or actuators are needed to spread on a surface.
Actuator arrays, that employ a lot of actuators, are widely used for transportation of objects or shaping a
surface roughness by controlling actuators cooperatively. For example, magic carpet spreading multiple
actuators was developed [75]. Multiple actuators are used for spatial haptic motion [76,77]. Furthermore,
the motion reproduction using multiple actuators have been examined with haptic information [78] for
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the field of virtual reality. There are some studies for controlling multiple actuators using modal space
[79, 80]. In particular, thermal displays that consist of multiple heat sources spread over a surface have
been developed for many years. The study [81] developed thermal display by spreading some Peltier
devices. In addition, the dynamic thermal displays using 4-channels and 12-channels for creating a
continuous cooling sensation without changing the average temperature is proposed [82]. However,
there is a limit for the allocation of the devices because of hardware problems.
On the other hand, a distributed parameter system is mainly used for analyzing a temperature distri-
bution. The literature [83] analyzes a temperature distribution of metallic powder using finite element
analysis (FEA). Distributed Kalman filter is used for monitoring thermal dynamics [84], and monitoring
methods for heat leakage and heat sink were proposed [85]. The methods for monitoring a heat leakage
are also proposed [86, 87]. There is a study for analyzing frequency responses of pneumatic nozzle flap-
per [88]. Besides, stochastic modeling method of thermal diffusion by using random walk algorithm [89]
was proposed. As mentioned above, there are many studies about monitoring and analyzing of tempera-
ture distribution, and fewer researches consider the use of the distributed parameter system for modeling
and constructing controller. As for vibration-suppression fields, wave equation is used for modeling as
a distributed parameter model [90]-[92]. There are some control methods in which thermal system is
modeled using a thermal diffusion equation [93]-[96]. Most of these studies treat the heat phenomenon
as an integrator and time delay element using an approximation. Fractional order calculus methods
have been proposed and used for modeling heat conduction [97]-[99]. The literature [100] discussed an
inverse model of heat conduction using a fractional order integrator. The control method using thermal
parameter and a fractional order integrator instead of fractional exponential function was proposed [101].
As described above, two ways of modeling methods are used for heat conduction. The dissertation
discusses these two modeling methods for control based on spatial information of heat conduction.
1.2 Motivation of This Dissertation
Focusing on a technique for interaction between human and robot, the case of multiple contact points
between objects has to be considered. This research focuses on a technique for rendering thermal sensa-
tion for promoting interaction between human and robot. There are many studies of controlling a Peltier
device for rendering thermal sensation. However, most of these methods model the thermal system based
on a lumped parameter system and do not consider a temporal and spatial thermal distribution on the sys-
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tem that is one of the thermal characteristics. Thus, the control performance is decided to depend on the
number of heat sources, and there is a limitation of improving the functionality of the thermal device
that is a variety of rendering a thermal sensation. Therefore, this thesis extended the thermal system in
which a heat conduction material is used by considering spatial information and the Peltier device that is
attached to it and constructed the heat conduction system. The motivation of this dissertation is the estab-
lishment of modeling and control theory based on spatial information for improving the functionality of
the thermal system using a limited number of heat sources. In this dissertation, the way of treating spatial
information is considered by using a heat conduction system in terms of both a lumped and distributed
parameter systems. Then, “spatially controlled thermal conductance (SC)” that is a control index for
changing a virtual thermal conductance depending on location is defined. By using the index, thermal
responses at contact point can be changed depending on SC and thermal sensation contacting a different
material can be rendered at any point of the system by using the same material. Thus, the functionality
of the thermal system can be improved by extending the rendering area from a point to a surface. This
means various sensations can be presented by using a limited number of heat sources and materials, and
it is useful when the technique is applied for practical situations. The proposed theory includes the com-
monality of many control systems, although the dissertation mainly treats heat conduction system as a
control target.
1.3 Overview of This Dissertation
The dissertation proposed the spatially controlled thermal conductance as a basic control theory for
enhancing the functionality of the thermal interface. Therefore, the dissertation focuses on the verifica-
tion of the tendency of temperature responses of the proposed method, and steady state of temperature
responses is mainly discussed. The overview of this dissertation is shown in Fig. 1-1. For putting the
proposed method to practical use, it has to be followed some steps. As for control system (software),
the method has to improve the thermal model and control system by considering parameter variation, an
effect of external air, and extending to multi-degree-of-freedom, etc. As for the device (hardware), the
experimental setup for verifying the validity of the proposed method should be improved. The experi-
mental setup in this dissertation is the fundamental one which consists of Peltier device that is commer-
cially available and metal plate/wire. Therefore, there are still some issues in the experimental setup. For
example, there is a limitation of the amount of current that can be applied to the Peltier device because
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Fig. 1-1: Overview of this dissertation.
of the capacity of power supplies (the maximum current that can be supplied is 2 A in this experimental
setup). Moreover, contact resistances of thermocouples and heat radiation have to be considered. The
technique should also consider the location and number of heat sources. Besides, it is needed to be veri-
fied by using a flexible/soft interface. Even though the response speed is not enough for applying to the
interface of rendering thermal sensation as it is, the dissertation makes it possible to reproduce various
thermal sensation with limited heat sources, and it can be the basic technique using heat conduction
system. The experimental setup used in this dissertation is enough to verify the validity of the proposed
method.
1.4 Chapter Organization of This Dissertation
Fig. 1-2 shows the chapter organization of this dissertation. First of all, modeling theory of heat
conduction is explained in Chapter 2. Spatially controlled thermal conductance (SC) as a novelty index is
defined and the way of dividing lumped and distributed parameter models is revealed based on the index.
Chapter 3 shows the modeling and control method of a one-degree-of-freedom heat conduction system
using SC. In the first half of Chapter 3, the heat conduction system is treated as three-capacitance system
and control system is constructed based on a lumped parameter system. The model using a thermal
diffusion equation is proposed in the second half of Chapter 3, and the control system is constructed
based on a distributed parameter system. The modeling and control method is a core technique in this
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dissertation. Both methods are compared at the end of the chapter. Chapter 4 shows the modeling and
control method of a two-degree-of-freedom heat conduction system using SC. In the first half of Chapter
4, the heat conduction system is treated as three-capacitance system and control system is constructed.
The model using a thermal diffusion equation is proposed and the control system is constructed in the
second half of Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, modeling and control method of a multi-degree-of-freedom heat
conduction system is explained. First of this chapter treats the case in which thermal interference does
not occur. Then, the method for considering thermal interference is discussed. The method explained
in Chapter 3 is applied to multiple-dimensional heat conduction system, and temperature distribution on
the surface of the thermal interface is modeled and controlled. The finger stall using a copper plate and
four Peltier devices is developed and some experiments are conducted to verify the proposed method.
Finally, this dissertation is concluded in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 1
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Fig. 1-2: Chapters constructed in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Spatially Controlled Thermal
Conductance
2.1 Introduction
Heat conduction has spatial and temporal information. The meaning of spatial information is different
between lumped and distributed parameter systems. In this chapter, the novelty index is defined to
separate both modeling methods based on spatial information, and characteristics of these methods are
discussed. Based on the index, these modeling methods are used depending on the different situations,
and some experiments are conducted after Chapter 3.
2.2 Definition of Technical Words in This Dissertation
The technical words used this dissertation are shown in Table 2.1.
2.3 Definition of Heat Conduction System in This Dissertation
2.3.1 Definition of Heat Conduction System
In this dissertation, heat conduction is treated as a control system that has thermal dynamics with
temporal and spatial changing. The heat conduction system consists of material such as a metal wire and
a metal plate and heat sources. The Peltier devices are used as heat sources in this dissertation, and these
are attached to the end of the material. The control points are located on the material by attaching some
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thermocouples to the material. There are some preconditions for modeling. As for heat conduction on
the material,
 The law of the conservation of energy (first law of thermodynamics) is established.
 The Fourier’s law (second law of thermodynamics) is established.
 Radiation of heat is not considered.
 Thermal parameter of heat conduction is uniform.
In Chapter 3, one point of the material was controlled by controlling a Peltier device. Two Peltier
devices are attached to both ends of the metal wire in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, multiple Peltier devices
are controlled. The end of the chapter, four Peltier devices are attached on a copper plate and four
points on the plate are controlled. These heat conduction systems are modeled and controlled based on a
lumped and distributed parameter systems. The chapters are organized by dividing the case of one, two,
multi-degree-of-freedom heat conduction.
2.3.2 Expression Methods of Heat Conduction System
Heat conduction phenomena can be expressed by using some different systems. First of all, one-
dimensional heat conduction shown in Fig. 2-1 can be described as a mechanical system shown in Fig.
2-2. Here, D, m, _x, a, and N stand for damper, mass, velocity change, a distance between mass, and
the number of mass, respectively. The heat source in Fig. 2-1 is replaced by an input motor, and heat
Table 2.1: Definition of technical words in this dissertation
Technical word Description
Distributed parameter model Model using distributed parameter
Distributed parameter system Control system using a distributed parameter model
Lumped parameter model Model using lumped parameter
Lumped parameter system Control system using a lumped parameter model
HDOB Heat disturbance observer
HIOB Heat inflow observer
Node A point in a thermal network method at each thermal capacitance
Disturbance Elements except for a model of heat conduction system
Disturbance heat inflow Heat flow entered by touching with a finger
Control stiffness Control index about influence of disturbance
SC Spatially controlled thermal conductance
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Heat conduction
Fig. 2-1: Heat conduction phenomena.
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Fig. 2-2: Modeling heat conduction as a mechanical system.
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Fig. 2-3: Modeling heat conduction as an electric system.
conduction phenomenon is shown as a velocity change of mass with damper. Second, heat conduction
is expressed as an electric system shown in Fig. 2-3. Here, T , q, C, and R stand for heat flow, tem-
perature, thermal capacity, and thermal resistance, respectively. The way of modeling for the thermal
system using an electric circuit is called thermal network method [102, 103]. In the thermal network
method, temperature, heat flow, thermal capacitance, and thermal resistance are considered as a voltage,
an electric current, an electrical capacitance, and an electrical resistance, respectively. It is said that the
states of heat conduction can be represented by using an electric circuit. In this dissertation, the thermal
network method is mainly used, and the model is extended to lumped and distributed parameter systems.
It is easy to treat thermal phenomenon by using the thermal network method, and the method is used in
this dissertation.
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Fig. 2-4: The novelty point of this dissertation.
Controlling heat sources separately
Controlling heat sources
considering heat conduction
Control point
Control surface
Fig. 2-5: Two ways of controlling heat sources.
2.4 Spatial Information of Heat Conduction
2.4.1 Novelty Point of This Dissertation
Fig. 2-4 shows the novelty point of this dissertation. Most studies about rendering thermal sensa-
tion treat one heat source as a contacting point and the control system includes temporal temperature
information. On the other hand, the dissertation extends the rendering area to the surface and adds the
spatial information of contacting points to the control system of the thermal system. The merit of the
proposed concept is shown in Fig. 2-5. As for controlling heat sources separately, only the point at the
heat source can be controlled. Therefore, the control performance is decided to depend on the number
of heat sources. As for controlling heat sources considering heat conduction, rendering area can be ex-
tended and a variety of rendering expression can be increased using a limited number of heat sources.
The idea of this dissertation is expected to be an effective breakthrough in the technique for rendering
thermal sensation.
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Fig. 2-6: Definition of spatially controlled thermal conductance (SC).
2.4.2 Spatially Controlled Thermal Conductance (SC)
In this dissertation, spatially controlled thermal conductance (SC) is defined as
SC =
q
Tx
(2.1)
=
G
x
; (2.2)
where q, T , x, and G stand for heat flow, temperature, size of one node, and thermal conductance,
respectively. The concept figure of SC is shown in Fig. 2-6. SC defined sensitivity to a disturbance heat
flow that enters from a human finger in each contact position. By using SC, sensitivity to a disturbance
heat flow changes as
 When heat flow control is conducted (q ! 0),
SC ! 0 (2.3)
 When temperature control is conducted (T ! 0),
SC !1 (2.4)
 When size of one node closes to 0 (x! 0),
SC !1: (2.5)
Therefore, intermediate control between temperature and heat flow can be conducted by using SC. Fig.
2-7 shows the relationship between SC and size of a node. When SC becomes1, temperature control is
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Fig. 2-7: Relationship between SC and size of a node.
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Fig. 2-8: Lumped and distributed parameter models in different situations.
conducted and disturbance heat flow is rejected. On the other hand, heat flow control is conducted when
SC becomes 0 and disturbance heat flow is taken into a control system. As for the size of a node, the
heat conduction material becomes uniform when x closes to 0. This means that control stiffness becomes
high when a distributed parameter model is used. In the case of using a lumped parameter model, the
size of the node becomes large and spatially controlled thermal conductance can be set free from 0 to1.
2.4.3 The Way of Treating Spatial Information Based on SC
Setting a limited number of nodes based on a thermal network method, the model is called as a
lumped parameter model. In the case of the number of nodes N close to infinity, the model is called
as a distributed parameter model. Heat conducts on a material temporally and spatially, and the models
have temporal and spatial information in both cases. Most conventional studies consider only temporal
information, and the way of treating spatial information is discussed in this section. As for a lumped
parameter system, spatial information appears as the number and value of thermal capacitances and
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thermal resistances. Thus, the spatial information can be divided into some elements of heat conduction
material. This means x has a certain value and SC can be set depending on a ratio between temperature
control and heat flow control. As for a distributed parameter system, damping element and propagation
delay of the heat conduction system are related to spatial information. In this case, the spatial information
appears as a physical property of a uniform material. Here, x closes to 0 and SC becomes 1. The
details using some equations are mentioned in the next section. Summarizing the above, the lumped
parameter model and the distributed parameter model are useful in different situations as follows.
 A lumped parameter model is suitable to control and change responses of a part of the heat con-
duction system.
– SC becomes to1.
– Example: the case of treating heat flow from a finger as a system input and taking into the
control system.
 A distributed parameter model is suitable to use control whole of the heat conduction system with
uniform thermal parameters.
– SC becomes to 0.
– Example: the case of treating heat flow from a finger as a disturbance and reducing it.
The concept figure mentioned above is shown in Fig. 2-8. When a finger touches the heat conduction
system, disturbance heat flow can be treated as a single input using a lumped parameter system. In such
a case, a lumped parameter system is useful because a node can be set freely in the position of a control
point. Besides, it is possible to change the thermal response at the contacting point by one virtual thermal
conductance. When disturbance heat flow is modeled by a distributed parameter model, spacial factors
of the heat flow have to be considered and the system becomes a complicated structure. On the other
hand, the control system using the distributed parameter system can be described as a simple delay with
damping system. In this case, heat flow from a finger is treated as a disturbance and it is rejected by
an observer. Therefore, thermal parameter involving spatial information is different in a lumped and
distributed parameter models and the advantages can be divided using SC.
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2.4.4 Relationship Between Thermal Effusivity and Thermal Sensations
In this dissertation, contact surface temperature between finger and material is controlled derived from
thermocouples attached to the heat conduction system. The contact surface temperature is related to the
thermal effusivity of the material and finger. For example, a temperature of finger goes down 4-10 C
in case of contacting the material that has high thermal conductivity such as aluminum or stainless. On
the other hand, a temperature of finger goes down 1-4 C in case of contacting the material that has
low thermal conductivity such as wool or cypress. The proposed control system changes temperature
responses virtually, and it can be possible to render the different material by using the heat conduction
system.
2.5 Summary of Chapter 2
This section discussed the modeling theory of heat conduction material. The novelty index SC was
defined to separate both modeling methods based on spatial information, and characteristics of these
methods were discussed in this chapter. As for a lumped parameter model, spatial information appears
the number and value of thermal capacitances and thermal resistances, and it is suitable to control and
change responses of a part of the heat conduction system. In this case, SC closes to 0 and control
stiffness can be set freely in each contact point. As for a distributed parameter model, damping element
and propagation delay of the heat conduction system with uniform thermal parameters are related to
spatial information. Here, SC closes to 1 and control method that has high control stiffness such as
temperature control is suitable to use in the model. Based on SC, these modeling methods are used
depending on the different situations, and some experiments are conducted after Chapter 3.
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One-Degree-of-Freedom Heat Conduction
System
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the one-degree-of-freedom heat conduction system is modeled based on lumped and
distributed parameter systems. As for a lumped parameter model, heat conduction material is divided
into three thermal capacitances and thermal resistances, and the control system is conducted. As for a
distributed parameter model, heat conduction material is treated as a time delay system with damping,
and control system using time delay compensator is conducted.
First, Section 3.2 explains the model base on a lumped parameter system and its control system.
Second, the model based on a distributed parameter system and its control system are introduced in
Section 3.3. Finally, both methods are compared to each other in Section 3.4.
3.2 Modeling Based on a Lumped Parameter System
3.2.1 Control Method for Peltier Device
Thermal Characteristics of Peltier Device
Before explanation about heat conduction system, a Peltier device used in this dissertation as a heat
source is explained. Fig. 3-1 shows the Peltier device, and the device is widely used in many fields.
For example, the device is used for a cooling system such as coolant of medical reagent and refrigerator.
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Fig. 3-1: Structure of a Peltier device.
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Fig. 3-2: Nonlinearity of a Peltier device.
In this dissertation, the device is used as a heat source, that the output is temperature monitored from
thermocouple attached to the device and the input is current. It is useful because generated heat from
the device called a Peltier effect can be controlled by a current and the device can be both heat source
and coolant. The thermal phenomena of the Peltier device are caused by some elements such as metal
and semiconductor. Fig. 3-2 shows three kinds of thermal resistances involved in the device; a phonon
boundary resistance, an electrical boundary resistance, and mixed boundary resistance, respectively. In
each resistance, heat is generated by applying current. These resistances are changed depending on
the temperature of the device and the Peltier device has a nonlinear characteristic. Fig. 3-3 shows
the experimental setup for thermal control of the Peltier device. The thermocouples were attached to the
device and temperature was obtained in real time. Fig. 3-4 shows the experimental results of temperature
responses of the device in case of applying current 0.5 A. From Fig. 3-4, temperature rises as the number
of trial times increasing. It is because a Joule heat and heat flow between both sides of the device are
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Thermocouples
Peltier device
Fig. 3-3: Experimental setup for verifying the characteristics of a Peltier device.
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Fig. 3-4: Experimental results of current control (0.5 A).
generated and accumulated inside of the device. Therefore, the thermal model of the Peltier device
changes depending on the situation and it is difficult to treat it as a linear system.
Modeling of the Peltier Device
Most studies use a Peltier device as a linear system; however, it has nonlinear characteristics that an
amount of the heat flow is changed depending on its temperature and its input current. The heat flow
generated from a Peltier device includes heat from a Peltier effect, a Joule heat, and heat flow inside of
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Fig. 3-6: Block diagram of the model of a Peltier device.
the device. In this section, the thermal system is modeled based on a thermal network method that a
thermal behavior is expressed as an electrical circuit. In this dissertation, the heat flow generated from a
Peltier device is expressed as
q =   (Ta + Tp) I + 1
2
ReI
2 +
1
Rp
(Tp   Tpb) ; (3.1)
where q, , Ta, I , Re, Rp, Tp, and Tpb stand for heat flow, Seebeck coefficient, ambient temperature,
current, electrical resistance, thermal resistance of a Peltier device, temperature of the front and back side
of Peltier device, respectively. Equation (3.1) shows a general model of the Peltier device. The first term
of (3.1) indicates heat generated from a Peltier effect, the second term means a Joule heat, and the third
term stands for heat interference inside of the device, respectively. In the Laplace domain, temperature
of the Peltier device (Tp) are described as
Tp =
qres
Cs
; (3.2)
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where qres, C, s stand for heat flow response of the device, thermal capacitance, and Laplace operator,
respectively. The thermal system based on a thermal network method is shown in Fig. 3-5. Here, a
disturbance heat flow qdis is defined as
qdis =
1
2
ReI
2 +
1
Rp
(Tp   Tpb) +  (Ta + Tp) Iref +CsTp; (3.3)
where superscript dis and  stand for disturbance and modeling error, respectively. The reference value
using this thermal model is calculated as
qref =  n (Ta + Tp) Iref + 1
2
RenI
ref2 +
1
Rpn
(Tp   Tpb) ; (3.4)
where superscript ref and subscript n stand for the reference value and the nominal value, respectively.
The model is made based on a general model shown in (3.1), and it is used for the observer. The response
value of heat flow can be described as
qres =  n (Ta + Tp) Iref + 1
2
RenI
ref2 +
1
Rpn
(Tp   Tpb)  qdis
= qref   qdis; (3.5)
where superscript res stands for the response value. The block diagram of a Peltier device is shown in
Fig. 3-6. As for Joule heat, the electrical resistance Re is measured and the Joule heat can be calculated
from Re and current input. As for heat flow inside of the device, the thermal resistance Rp is identified
from some preliminary experiments, and temperature at both sides of the device is obtained from two
thermocouples. From (3.4), the model of the device is changed nonlinearly depending on the temperature
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of the Peltier device Tp and current input Iref . There is a conventional method called heat disturbance
observer (HDOB) [44] that Joule heat and heat flow inside of a Peltier device is included to the distur-
bance heat flow qdis. Fig. 3-7 shows the elements that are included in the disturbance of the conventional
heat disturbance observer. By using HDOB, the Peltier device can be controlled as a linear system. In
this section, the model including a Joule heat and heat flow inside of the device is considered.
Variable Heat Disturbance Observer
In the case of temperature control, there is a disturbance heat flow such as radiation of heat, Joule heat,
external heat, etc. Therefore, such disturbance has to be rejected to conduct robust control. The HDOB
is an observer derived from a disturbance observer [45] and it can estimate the disturbance heat flow by
comparing a nominal input and output of heat flow. It can estimate the disturbance heat flow by using
the observer. In this section, the model of a Peltier device is changed depending on its temperature and
its reference value of a current to decrease the modeling error from the nonlinear thermal behavior. By
using (3.4), the disturbance heat flow can be calculated as
q^dis =
gd
s+ gd
qdis: (3.6)
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The observer proposed in this section is defined as Variable Heat Disturbance Observer (VHDOB). The
compensation current from VHDOB is calculated as
Icmp =   1
n (Ta + Tp)

q^dis   1
2
RenI
ref
a
2   1
Rpn
(Tp   Tpb)

; (3.7)
where superscript cmp denotes command value. The block diagram of the variable heat disturbance
observer is shown in Fig. 3-8. In Fig. 3-8, Irefa and gd stand for current after compensation and cut-off
frequency of a low-pass filter for VHDOB, respectively. In order to get temperature information at both
sides of a Peltier device, two thermocouples are used in the proposed method. By using this observer,
robust temperature control can be conducted against the disturbance of heat flow. The block diagram
of the whole control system is shown in Fig. 3-9. Temperature control is conducted using proportional
controller. An integral controller is not used because the observer used in the control system works in the
same way as the integral controller. To reject the disturbance heat flow, VHDOB is used and the model
of a Peltier device is changed according to temperature Tp and the reference value of the current Irefa .
Experimental Setup for Temperature Control of the Peltier Device
Fig. 3-3 shows the experimental setup in this section. The Peltier device that the side is 20 mm 
20 mm was attached on a heat sink. Two thermocouples were used for sensing both sides of the Peltier
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Table 3.1: Parameters of experiments for verifying the control system of the Peltier device.
Para. Description Value
Kp Proportional gain 1.0 (Ex. 1)
0.5, 1.0, 1.5 (Ex. 2)
Cn Nominal thermal capacitance 2.0 J/K
Rpn Nominal thermal resistance 5.0 W/K
Ren Nominal electrical resistance 4.1 

n Nominal seebeck coefficient 0.023 V/K
gd Cut-off frequency of HDOB 1.0 rad/s (Ex. 1)
0.5, 1.0, 1.5 rad/s (Ex. 2)
gp Cut-off frequency for pseudo differential 10.0 rad/s
device and attached to the center of the device using a thermal conduction sheet. The Peltier device
was controlled to  5.0 K (relative temperature). Two kinds of experiments were conducted to show that
temperature responses of responsiveness and robustness against a disturbance. In the first experiments,
the temperature responses of the proposed method were compared with a standard proportional controller
and a normal HDOB. The second experiments were conducted in case of changing a proportional gain
and a cut-off frequency of VHDOB. In the case of changing the cut-off frequency, human finger contacts
to the Peltier device after 25 s. The values of the parameter used for these experiments are shown in
Table 3.1. Here, the thermal capacitance of the Peltier device was derived from some identification tests.
In the test, the thermal resistance was calculated from the theoretical value. The electrical resistance was
measured by using digital multi-meter. The thermal response was oscillatory because of the noise caused
by the power supply. Therefore, the cut-off frequency was set to a low value such as 1.0 rad/s. The time
constants of temperature sensing can be improved by reducing noises from the thermal system especially
an AD conversion circuit. The improvement of the system will be conducted in future work.
About the Experimental Setup of This Dissertation
In the experimental setup of this dissertation, the maximum current of the Peltier device is 3.9 A.
The rated power of the power supply and electrical resistance of the electrical circuits is 25W and 20W,
respectively. The experimental setup is enough to verify the validity of the proposed method. To increase
the ability of the control system, improvement of the hardware system is needed.
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Fig. 3-10: Experimental results of temperature control comparing conventional method (Ex. 1).
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Fig. 3-11: Experimental results of temperature control with changing proportional gain (Ex. 2).
Experimental Results of Temperature Control
Fig. 3-10 shows the results of temperature control of the Peltier device to  5 K (relative temperature)
comparing to the case of using a standard proportional controller, standard HDOB, and VHDOB. In
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Fig. 3-12: Experimental results of temperature control with contact (Ex. 2).
case of standard proportional controller, there is a steady-state error caused by ambient air and external
heat flow. It is found that the thermal system receives a large influence on an external disturbance.
In comparison with the normal HDOB, time until the steady response of VHDOB was short. This is
because a modeling error is reduced by considering the nonlinear element, such as a Joule heat and a
heat flow inside of the device. The Joule heat increases with increasing the compensation current when
a finger contacts the system. The proposed method can compensate the element quickly. Fig. 3-11
shows the temperature responses of the proposed method comparing varied proportional gain. From Fig.
3-11, the response speed becomes fast as increasing the proportional gain. Fig. 3-12, the temperature
responses with contact after 25 seconds comparing varied cut-off frequency of the observer. From Fig.
3-12, response speed against a disturbance heat flow becomes fast as increasing the cut-off frequency.
Therefore, it can be said that the VHDOB effectively works. By taking a nonlinear element of the thermal
system into account to the model, a modeling error is reduced, and the control gain or cut-off frequency
can be set higher compared to the normal HDOB. From these experiments, the VHDOB is useful for
temperature control of the Peltier device.
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Effect of Modeling Error
In this section, the effect of modeling error is discussed. The main claim focuses on the effect of
thermal resistance because it is the dominant factor of instability VHDOB. It is analyzed based on a
Nyquist diagram using describing function technique. The variable observer is divided into a linear
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system and a nonlinear system, shown in Fig. 3-13. Here, H denotes the low pass filter, expressed as
H =
gd
s+ gd
: (3.8)
From Fig. 3-13, the characteristic equation is calculated as
1 + Pn(A)P (s) = 0 (3.9)
Pn(A) =   (Ta + Tp)A+ Re
2
A2 +
Tp   Tpb
Rp
(3.10)
P (s) =
C
Cn
H
1 H ; (3.11)
where A stands for an amplitude of the input signal. The nonlinear elements are effected from the
amplitude of the input, and the stability of the observer can be analyzed from the relationship between an
amplitude locus of the nonlinear element and a frequency locus of the linear element. The relationship
between Pn and P is derived as
  1
Pn(A)
= P (s): (3.12)
The relationship shown in (3.12) is expressed based on the Nyquist diagram, shown as Fig. 3-14. Here,
the modeling errors (Rn = 0:2R; 0:02R) is considered. In the analysis, the temperature difference
between both sides of a Peltier device sets to 2.0 K. From Fig. 3-14, it is found that modeling error of
the thermal resistance of a Peltier device Rp has a great effect on the stability margin of the system. The
range of the modeling errors shown in Fig. 3-14 is stable; however, the observer becomes unstable in the
case of including a large modeling error of Rp. Therefore, identification of the thermal resistance of a
Peltier device is important to use the proposed observer effectively. The stabilization method for VDOB
will be treated in the future works.
The model used for VHDOB has nonlinear elements, and it is a nonlinear system. Besides, some
thermocouples both sides of the device and measurement of electrical resistance are needed to use the
VHDOB. The main topic of this dissertation is controlling the heat conduction system, and it is enough
to treat the Peltier system as a linear system by using HDOB. Thus, HDOB is used after this section.
Summary of This Section
In this section, the variable heat disturbance observer (VHDOB) considering the nonlinear character-
istics of the Peltier device was discussed. The nonlinear elements such as Joule heat and heat flow inside
of the device are considered in the thermal model. From the method, the robustness against disturbance
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can be improved by decreasing the modeling error. Some experiments were conducted to show temper-
ature responses and robustness against the disturbance. These experimental results showed the validity
of the proposed method comparing to the standard proportional controller, normal HDOB. The main
control object is the heat conduction system, and HDOB is used after this section.
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Fig. 3-15: Control objective of virtual thermal conductance control.
3.2.2 Modeling Using Three-Thermal Capacitance System
In this section, the control method for rendering a thermal sensation of different materials on the same
plane is explained. The system consists of a copper plate and a Peltier device, and it is modeled by three
parts. Thermocouples are attached to each part of the thermal system. The Peltier device is attached to
the end of the plate, and the thermal conductance at any single part is virtually rendered. The virtual
conductance controller is realized by using the estimated heat flow and modifying the command of a
single part on the system based on the heat flow. Besides, a detection algorithm of a single contacting
part is proposed. The number of controllable parts is decided from the number of heat sources. Therefore,
a single contacting part can be controlled by using one Peltier device. The section explains the virtual
thermal conductance control with the detection method.
Control Objective and Model Selected From SC
Control objective of the proposed method explained in this section is rendering thermal sensation of
different materials in the case of contacting a point by fingertip on a copper plate. The concept figure is
shown in Fig. 3-15. In Fig. 3-15, qin, T , G, subscripts `, c, and r stand for heat inflow flowing from a
finger, relative temperature, and virtual thermal conductance, the left, center, and right part, respectively.
A Peltier device is attached to the left end of the copper plate, and thermal control of heat conduction
system is enabled by being transferred heat from the left side to the right one. The thermal system is
modeled by separating three parts and the virtual thermal conductance G is defined between a finger and
the contacting point in each part. In this case, the size of the node x is derived as
x =
L
3
; (3.13)
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where L is length of the copper plate. Therefore, SC can be set as
SC =
G
x
(3.14)
= G
3
L
: (3.15)
Thus, SC can be changed by changingG from 0 to1. The thermal sensation can be changed depending
on the contact part by detecting and reproducing the virtual conductance. This research extends G for
spatial reproducing the different thermal conductances on the same plane by detecting the position of the
single contacting part. This section mainly discusses G instead of SC.
Modeling of Thermal System
Fig. 3-16 shows the thermal model using a thermal network method, where C and R stand for the
thermal capacitance and thermal resistance, respectively. In this dissertation, a Peltier device is used as a
source. The device generates heat flow based on Peltier effect, and amount of the heat flow is derived as
q` =  TaI; (3.16)
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where , Ta, and I stand for Seebeck coefficient, ambient temperature of the device, and electric current,
respectively. The thermal equations are calculated as
T` =
1
Cs

q`   T`   Tc
R
+ qin`

(3.17)
Tc =
1
Cs

T`   Tc
R
  Tc   Tr
R
+ qinc

(3.18)
Tr =
1
Cs

Tc   Tr
R
+ qinr

; (3.19)
where s denotes a Laplace operator. The block diagram of the system used in this section is shown in Fig.
3-18. By dividing the three parts of the system, any single part in the thermal system can be controlled
by applying the appropriate electric current to the device.
Heat Disturbance Observer and Heat Inflow Observer
The heat disturbance observer (HDOB) is used to eliminate the disturbance, and a heat inflow observer
(HIOB) is used to control the virtual thermal conductance. Three kinds of disturbance heat flows are
defined based on modeling of the thermal system by dividing three parts as
qdis` =  qin` +
T`   Tc
R
(3.20)
qdisc =  qinc +
Tc   Tr
R
(3.21)
qdisr =  qinr ; (3.22)
where qdis denotes the disturbance heat flow. The observer is also constructed for each part of the
thermal system, and the block diagrams of them are shown in Fig. 3-19. Here, subscript n, gd, g and the
superscript cmp stand for nominal value, cut-off frequency of pseudo-differential, cut-off frequency of
the low-pass filter for reducing noise, and the compensation value, respectively. By using the observers,
estimated disturbance heat flows is derived as
q^dis` =
g`
s+ g`
qdis` (3.23)
q^disc =
gc
s+ gc
qdisc (3.24)
q^disr =
gr
s+ gr
qdisr ; (3.25)
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Fig. 3-18: Block diagram of thermal system for virtual thermal conductance control.
where the superscript ˆ represents the estimated value. By using the inverse model of the thermal system,
the compensation values of currents are derived as
Icmp` =  
1
nTa
q^dis` (3.26)
Icmpc =  
1
nTa
RnCn
sgd
s+ gd
q^disc (3.27)
Icmpr =  
1
nTa
RnCn
sgd
s+ gd

RnCn
sgd
s+ gd
+ 1

q^disr : (3.28)
The compensation current is added to the reference value of current for removing the disturbance heat
flow. Using the heat disturbance observer, the HIOB is constructed to obtain the information of heat flow
that flows into the thermal system. The heat inflows are estimated as
 q^in` = q^dis`  
T`   Tc
Rn
g`
s+ g`
(3.29)
 q^inc = q^disc  
Tc   Tr
Rn
gc
s+ gc
(3.30)
 q^inr = q^disr : (3.31)
The heat inflows estimated by the HIOB are used for virtual thermal conductance control explained in
next section.
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3.2.3 Virtual Thermal Conductance Control Using Three-Thermal Capacitance System
This dissertation proposes the method of rendering different virtual thermal conductances on a copper
plate. Thermal conductance means inverse of the thermal resistance such as G = 1=R. Fig. 3-20 shows
the difference between temperature and virtual thermal conductance control using equivalent electric
circuits. Here, the superscripts cmd and ref represent the command value and the reference value of
temperature, respectively. As for temperature control, the temperature command T cmd matches with its
reference value. In the ideal temperature control, the command value of temperature does not change
even when the heat flow comes into the thermal system. In this case, the equivalent thermal capaci-
tance becomes 1. As for the virtual thermal conductance control, virtual thermal conductance G is
reproduced. In the case that the disturbance does not exist, T ref equals to T cmd in the same way as
temperature control. However, T ref and T cmd do not match in case of the existence of heat flow. The
reference value of temperature in the case that the heat flow exists is calculated as
T ref = T cmd +
1
G
q^in: (3.32)
Virtual thermal conductance introduced in this section is controlled at one part by selected from the three
parts as left, center, and right part. An amount of heat flow entered in the system can be changed by
changing the virtual thermal conductance G. In other words, changing thermal sensation depending on
the contact part on the same copper plate is possible. The thermal resistance is set virtually by taking
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the heat inflow into the system, and thermal diffusivity of the contact part is changed. (3.32) means that
the value of G becomes 1 in the case that temperature control is conducted, and G becomes smaller
in the case that the heat inflow is taken more. This means that the copper plate is controlled to have a
virtual thermal conductance at the contacting part, that is different from the real physical parameter of the
copper. The block diagram of the virtual thermal conductance control is shown in Fig. 3-21. When finger
touched the left part of the copper plate, T` and q^in` are used for the controller. In the same way, set of Tc
and q^inc or Tr and q^
in
r are used when the finger touches with the center or right part, respectively. HDOB
removes disturbance factors such as unnecessary heat flows in the control system. Then, the amount of
the heat flow taking into the thermal system is decided by the value of G using the estimated heat inflow
obtained from HIOB. The reference of temperature is modulated by the virtual thermal conductance
controller.
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Fig. 3-21: Block diagram of the virtual thermal conductance control with three-capacitance system.
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Fig. 3-22: Simulation results of the virtual thermal conductance control.
3.2.4 The Way to Decide The Parameter of G
The parameter of virtual thermal conductance can be set freely. According to the literature [21], the
temperature of fingertip falls about 4 to 8 C when the finger contacts an aluminum and it falls about 1 to
4 C when the finger contacts wood. It means that heat inflow from the finger enters the contact material,
and temperature of the material increases after contacting. Therefore, thermal sensation in case of con-
tacting aluminum and wood can be rendered when virtual thermal conductance is adjusted to increase the
same temperature difference of the contacting material in these cases. In the experiments of this chapter,
virtual thermal conductance was adjusted, so that steady state keeps within a small temperature range to
verify the tendency of the proposed method.
3.2.5 Virtual Thermal Conductance Control with Detection of Contacting Point
As mentioned in the previous section, the number of contacting part is one. Because heat inflow from
a finger enters into the contacting part, it is said that the only one output will have the large value in the
case that a finger contact among the three outputs of HIOB. In Fig. 3-21, values of estimated heat inflows
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Fig. 3-23: Experimental setup for verifying virtual thermal conductance control.
Table 3.2: Parameters of experiments for verifying virtual thermal conductance control.
Parameter Description Value
n Nominal Seebeck coefficient 0.04 V/K
Rn Nominal thermal resistance 38.0 K/W
Cn Nominal thermal capacitance 0.475 J/K
gd Cut-off frequency for pseudo differential 0.1 rad/s
g` Cut-off frequency in T` 0.1 rad/s
gc Cut-off frequency in Tc 0.1 rad/s
gr Cut-off frequency in Tr 0.1 rad/s
Kp Proportional gain 0.1
Ki Integral gain 0.01
are compared for selecting the variables for the feedback. Thus, the part in that the HIOB generates the
largest output is selected to be the contacting part.
Simulations of Virtual Thermal Conductance Control
Fig. 3-22 shows the simulation result of the virtual thermal conductance control. Here, 1 W of heat
inflow entered to the left side of the plate after 30 s, and 4 W of heat inflow entered to the center of it after
60 s. Each thermal conductance was set to 0.5 W/K and 0.3 W/K, respectively. From Fig. 3-22, virtual
thermal conductance at the contact part can be changed freely by setting the virtual thermal conductance
G.
Outline of Experiments
Fig. 3-23 shows the experimental setup. The thermal system consists of the copper plate that the size
of the copper plate is 60 mm20 mm0.5 mm and the Peltier device attached to the left side of the plate.
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Fig. 3-24: Experimental results (contact: left part, G`  1W=K).
Three thermocouples were attached to the backside of the left, center, and right part of the copper plate
and they were used for controller after getting smaller their temperature difference. Here, the back side
of the Peltier device was attached to the heat sink for dissipation of heat. The heat sink was used in all
cases of experiments when the Peltier device can be fixed to the plane.
Next, the outline of the experiments is explained. First, T` was controlled to be 0.5 K and the time
is regarded as 0 s when the finger contacts the plate. Then, the finger touches the left/center/right part
of the copper plate. The temperature responses were monitored in case of setting different values of
virtual thermal conductances. These conductance values were set within the range of safety and feeling.
Here, the virtual thermal conductances were set as G`  1W=K, G` = 0:8 W=K, Gc  1W=K,
Gc = 0:8 W=K, Gr  1W=K and Gr = 0:8 W=K. The original temperature command was set at
0:5 K in all cases that were modulated by the parameter of the thermal conductance. T cmd stands for the
temperature command of the contact point. When virtual thermal conductance G is small, temperature
response is changed by estimated heat inflow from a finger. By monitoring the temperature response in
the steady state, the effect of the virtual thermal conductance control was evaluated. Table 3.2 shows
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Fig. 3-25: Experimental results (contact: left part, G` = 0:8 W=K).
the parameter values used for these experiments. Here, pre-examination was conducted that the value
of  was adjusted so that the estimated heat inflow obtained from HIOB q^in` becomes 0 by controlling
temperature without the contact of the finger. Contact thermal resistance of thermocouples effects to the
response of the heat conduction system. In this dissertation, thermocouples were attached to the copper
plate by soldering and thermal paste to reduce the thermal resistance.
Experimental Results
Figs. 3-24 and 3-25 showed the experimental results when the finger contacted the left part of the
copper plate. Before touching the copper plate, relative temperature of the left part was controlled to 0.5
K. The reason for increasing the temperature and heat flow responses is that heat inflow from a finger
entered into the system by contacting the plate. qin` takes the highest value than the others among the
estimated heat inflow responses. The positions of the contacting part can be detected from the estimated
heat inflow responses because the system regards the part in which the HIOB outputs the highest value
as the contacting part. The temperature response approaches to the reference value 0.5 K  0.04 K in
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Fig. 3-26: Experimental results (contact: center part, Gc  1W=K).
the case that the virtual thermal conductance G` is set to 1. It means that the heat inflow at the left
part is completely compensated, even if heat inflow was applied to the system. On the other hand, the
temperature reference was modulated expressed as (3.32) in case of G` = 0.8 W/K, and the response
value converged to the reference value  0.02. In this case, heat inflow of left part approached about
0.15 W. From (3.32), the amount of heat inflow taking into the system is about 0.2 W. These results
show that temperature response is changed according to the value of q^in` . As for the other cases in which
the finger contacts with the center and right parts, similar results are obtained as shown in Figs. 3-26
and 3-27 in the case of contacting with center part and Figs. 3-28 and 3-29 in the case of contacting
with the right part. From the heat inflow responses in Figs. 3-26 and 3-27, it is shown that the value
of q^inc is about 0.1 W and become the largest when the finger is contacted with the center part. Then,
in case of the contact with the right part, q^inr is about 0.1 W, and takes the highest value as shown in
Figs. 3-28 and 3-29. Therefore, the detection of the contacting part is appropriately conducted, and the
temperature of the corresponding part is fed back to the internal temperature controller. In Figs. 3-26
and 3-28 which are the results that Gc is 1 W/K and Gr is 1 W/K, Tc and Tr approach the original
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command value (0.5 K) with standard deviation  0.01. On the other hand, as shown in Figs. 3-27 and
3-29, temperature commands are modulated for controlling Tc and Tr in the case that Gc and Gr are 0.8
W/K, respectively. Then, the response of temperatures Tc and Tr increases about 0.13 K, and the value of
command temperature added heat inflow taking into the system. The amount of heat inflow taking into
the system is calculated as 0.13 W, respectively. Therefore, it is able to say that the thermal conductance
is virtually reproduced at the contacting point. Fig. 3-30 shows the experimental results for changing
various values of virtual thermal conductance in the left part. Therefore, the arbitrary thermal response
regarding the contacting part can be changed. The limit of the speed depends on the distance from the
heat source, the rated power of the heat source, and the materials of the thermal conductor. These three
points should be considered to improve temperature control. As mentioned above, G can be changed
from 0 to1. Therefore, SC was also changed depending on G at each contact point.
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Fig. 3-27: Experimental results (contact: center part, Gc = 0:8 W=K).
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Fig. 3-28: Experimental results (contact: right part, Gr  1W=K).
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Fig. 3-29: Experimental results (contact: right part, Gr = 0:8 W=K).
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Fig. 3-30: Experimental results of various virtual thermal conductance (contact: left part).
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Consideration on the Relationship Between the Experimental Results and Thermal Sensation
The study [18] shows that the temperature of feeling cool is lower than 29 C, and temperature of
feeling hot is higher than 37 C. However, the temperature range of the experimental results is limited.
There are three reasons. First, modeling error of the Peltier device becomes large when a large current
is applied to the device because of generating a Joule heat and changing the thermal parameter. Second,
there is a limitation of the hardware system such as a rated power of resistance of the electric circuit and
power supply. Finally, the temperature command works very slowly because of the time of heat conduc-
tion, and the experiments were focused on the verification of the tendency of the proposed method. Thus,
the temperature range that can be used in the proposed method is decided depending on the experimental
setup. If the control system consists of a large power supply and electric circuits, the method works in
the range of the maximum currents of the Peltier device.
Summary of This Section
In this section, the virtual thermal conductance G with detection of single contacting part was ex-
plained. The system was modeled by three parts, and the situation in which x was set to L/3 in SC was
considered in this section. Then, single contacting part was detected by the outputs of HIOB, and tem-
perature command was modulated by the virtual thermal conductance controller. By the virtual thermal
conductance controller, the amount of heat inflow to take into the system was adjusted at the contacting
part. It is possible to change the thermal rendering depending on the contacting positions by using the
control method. The method will be useful for developing the novel kinds of thermal rendering system
using limited material.
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Fig. 3-31: Modeling of the thermal system based on a thermal diffusion equation.
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Fig. 3-32: Thermal network method including infinity nodes.
3.3 Modeling Based on a Distributed Parameter System
3.3.1 Modeling Based on a Thermal Diffusion Equation
Basic Model using a Thermal Diffusion Equation
In this section, the basic model of heat conduction material using a thermal diffusion equation is con-
sidered. The thermal system consists of a metal wire and a Peltier device attached to the end of the wire.
Fig. 3-31 shows the heat conduction system treated in this study. Here, T (s,0), T (s,L), and L denote
the temperature at the left and right ends of the wire, and length of the wire, respectively. The thermal
system is divided into N elements as shown in Fig. 3-32, where T , R, C, and a denote the temperature,
thermal resistance, thermal capacitance, and distance between nodes, respectively. Temperature at the
left end of the wire generated from the Peltier device is described as
T (s; 0) =  Ta + q
in
Cs
Iref ; (3.33)
where , Ta, s, Iref , and qin denote Seebeck coefficient, ambient temperature, the Laplace operator,
reference value of current, and heat inflow from metal wire, respectively. The thermal system is modeled
based on a thermal network method with an arbitrary number of elements. As for the metal wire, the
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thermal equation is expressed as
CsTi =
1
R
(Ti 1   2Ti + Ti+1) ; (3.34)
where i stands for an arbitrary point. (3.34) is applied for all nodes of the thermal system by setting the
boundary conditions. Here, the boundary condition are defined as
T0 = Tp (3.35)
TN+1 = TN ; (3.36)
where subscript p denotes the Peltier device. Using (3.35) and (3.36), (3.34) is applied for all nodes
of the thermal system. Therefore, with the number of nodes N close to infinity, the thermal diffusion
equation is derived as
@T (t; x)
@t
= c2
@2T (t; x)
@x2
(3.37)
c2 =

cs
; (3.38)
where c2, , , and cs stand for the thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat,
respectively. The boundary conditions are expressed as
T (t; 0) = u(t) (3.39)
@T (t; L)
@x
= 0: (3.40)
Besides, the initial condition is derived as
@T (0; x)
@t
= 0: (3.41)
The transfer function G from position 0 to x, L is derived by using the boundary and initial conditions
as
G(s; x) =
T (s; x)
T (s; 0)
=
e 
x
c
p
s + e 
(2L x)
c
p
s
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
(3.42)
G(s; L) =
T (s; L)
T (s; 0)
=
2e 
L
c
p
s
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
: (3.43)
The equation (3.43) shows the model of the metal wire. The thermal system consists of the metal wire
and the Peltier device. The block diagram of the model based on (3.33) and (3.43) is shown in Fig.
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Fig. 3-33: Block diagram of the thermal system based on a thermal diffusion equation.
3-33. Here,  qin(s; 0) stands for torsion of heat flow from the wire to the Peltier device. The element
involving the thermal model e 
L
c
p
s has delay element and a damping element. These characteristics are
treated as a propagation delay and propagation damping. From Fig. 3-33, it is found that the wire has a
propagation delay and a torsion of the heat flow between both sides of the wire. The torsion is expressed
as a heat flow in the direction opposite from heat propagation, and it is the metal wire model part in a
square in Fig. 3-33.
In this case, the size of the node x is derived as
x =
L
N
; (3.44)
where L is length of the material. When the number of nodes N closes to1, x closes to 0. Therefore,
SC is described as
SC =
G
x
(3.45)
= G
N
L
 1: (3.46)
Thus, the distributed parameter model has a high spatial control stiffness, and temperature control using
the model is conducted in this section.
Thermal Characteristics of Heat Conduction Model
As mentioned in the previous section, the thermal model derived from a thermal diffusion equation
consists of two parts; normal heat conduction and torsion of heat flow. To consider these elements, the
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Fig. 3-35: Bode diagram of the thermal system after rejection of the torsion.
thermal model shown as (3.43) and the normal heat conduction part are discussed in a frequency domain.
e 
p
s can be rewritten in a polar coordinate system shown as
e 
p
s = e 
p
j! = e 
p
j
p
!: (3.47)
By using Euler’s formula,
p
j is shown as
p
j = j
1
2
=

ej

2
 1
2
= ej

4
= cos

4
+ j sin

4
=
1p
2
+ j
1p
2
: (3.48)
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Therefore, the thermal model derived from (3.47) is calculated as
e 
p
j
p
! = e
 

1p
2
+j 1p
2
p
!
= e (
p
!
2
+j
p
!
2 )
= e 
p
!
2 e 
p
!
2
j : (3.49)
From (3.49), the thermal model has a damping element and a delay element. The block diagram of the
system after rejection of the torsion is shown in Fig. 3-34. The bode diagram of the system is shown in
Fig. 3-35. The red line is the thermal system based on (3.43). The blue line is the model after rejection
of the torsion based on Fig. 3-34. Comparing these two lines, it is found that control bandwidth is
extended by the torsion rejection. Moreover, the frequency response is similar to a delay system in a low
frequency. In particular, the thermal system has a damping characteristic from the gain diagram of Fig.
3-35. Therefore, the thermal system has a delay element and damping element as thermal characteristics.
3.3.2 Temperature Control Based on a Thermal Diffusion Equation
Structure of Rejection of Heat Flow Torsion
Fig. 3-36 shows the block diagram for rejection of the heat flow torsion, where the superscript cmp
and q mean the compensation value and heat flow, respectively. From Fig. 3-36, the compensation value
of the heat flow qcmp is derived as
qcmp = T (s; 0)  e Lc
p
sT (s; L): (3.50)
In this method, the estimated heat flow at the heat source side is used. The reason is that it is needed
to implement e 
L
c
p
s using approximation to calculate qcmp using temperature of the tip of the wire. In
the case of using an approximating method, the accuracy of estimation varies depending on the degree
of approximation. The structure is converted to implement without e 
L
c
p
s by using the relationship
between temperature and heat flow. The relationship is calculated as
q = 
@T
@x
; (3.51)
where  stands for the thermal conductivity. Then, qcmp in Fig. 3-36 is converted based on (3.51). Using
(3.42), the response of temperature at position x is derived by
T (s; x) =
e 
x
c
p
s + e 
(2L x)
c
p
s
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
T (s; 0): (3.52)
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The partial differentiation of T (s; x) is expressed by
@T (s; x)
@x
=  
p
s
c
e 
x
c
p
s + e 
(2L x)
c
p
s
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
T (s; 0): (3.53)
Here, qin(s; 0) can be estimated by the HIOB. Therefore, the heat flow at the right side of the system
qin(s; 0) is used. The heat flow is calculated as
qin(s; x) = 
@T (s; x)
@x
=  
p
s
c
e 
x
c
p
s + e 
(2L x)
c
p
s
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
T (s; 0): (3.54)
In the case of substituting 0 for x in (3.54), estimated heat flow can be expressed as
qin(s; 0) =  
p
s
c
1  e  2Lc
p
s
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
T (s; 0): (3.55)
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Using (3.50), (3.53) and (3.55), qcmp is rewritten as
qcmp = T (s; 0)  e Lc
p
sT (s; L)
= T (s; 0)  e Lc
p
s 2e
 L
c
p
s
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
T (s; 0)
=
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
T (s; 0)  2e
 2L
c
p
s
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
T (s; 0)
=
1  e 2Lc
p
s
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
T (s; 0)
=   c

1p
s
qin(s; 0): (3.56)
From (3.56), the block diagram of Fig. 3-36 is converted as shown in Fig. 3-37. Here, the fractional
integrator 1p
s
is implemented [99] as
y(k) =
1p
2Ts

1
2
y(k   1) + u(k) + 1
2
u(k   1)

; (3.57)
where u, y, Ts, and k stand for the input, output of the fractional integrator, sampling period, and discrete
time, respectively. Therefore, the fractional integrator in the proposed method is implemented as
qcmp(k) =
c

p
2Ts

1
2
qcmp(k   1) + qin(k) + 1
2
qin(k   1)

: (3.58)
There are many studies about the implementation of fractional integrator by fitting frequency responses.
Fig. 3-38 shows the bode diagram of some approximation methods. Here, 5th-order approximation was
conducted within the range between 10 2 to 10 Hz. The range is decided from the control bandwidth
of the Peltier device. In this section, Manabe’s approximation method that is also approximated method
by fitting a bode diagram in the same way as these methods was used. Fig. 3-39 shows the frequency
responses from the first- to the fifth- order equation based on the Manabe’s approximation. From Fig.
3-39, the approximation generally does not affect the estimate of the torsion of heat flow resemble in the
low frequency. As for modeling by the lumped parameter system, an approximation for the number of
nodes is needed. Thus, the influence of the approximation in the proposed control method is less than in
the conventional one. From the above, thermal model e 
L
c
p
s can be derived using the heat flow at the
left end of the system and the fractional integrator. Summarizing the above, the compensation current for
rejecting torsion of heat flow Icmpi is expressed using the inverse thermal model of the thermal system as
Icmpi =  
Cns
nTa
qcmp; (3.59)
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Fig. 3-39: Bode diagram of the thermal system approximated by Manabe’s method.
where subscript n denotes the nominal value using control system. Some simulations verified the valid-
ity of the compensation value of the current for rejecting the heat flow torsion. The effect of the torsion
rejection works clearly in the case of raising the proportional gain. The temperature responses of tem-
perature control at the tip of the wire with and without the torsion rejection are shown in Fig. 3-40. In
Fig. 3-40, the temperature response without rejection loop is oscillating with large amplitude. On the
other hand, the response of the proposed control method approaches to the command faster. Thus, the
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Fig. 3-40: Simulation results for verifying the rejection of torsion.
control bandwidth can be extended by rejecting the torsion of heat flow. It is found that the effect of the
torsion rejection in the same way as the bode diagram shown in Fig. 3-39.
HDOB and HIOB
There are two kinds of observers in the proposed method. First, HDOB that is used for the Peltier
device is explained. For temperature control, it is necessary to remove the disturbance factor that is
named the disturbance heat flow as
 qdis =  qin   1
2
RpI
ref2   1
Rp
(Th   Tc)
+ TaI +CsT (s; 0); (3.60)
where qdis, qin, Rp, Th, and Tc stand for the disturbance heat flow, external heat inflow from a material,
thermal resistance of the Peltier device, temperature of the heat side of the device, temperature of cool
side of the device, respectively. From (3.60), the disturbance heat flow consists of the heat inflow, Joule
heat, heat conduction from the back of the device, and nominal error such as  and C. By using
HDOB, the disturbance heat flows can be derived as
 q^dis =   gd
s+ gd
qdis; (3.61)
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where the superscript ˆ and gd represent the estimated value and cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter of
HDOB which is attached to reduce the noise, respectively. The compensation current Icmpd is calculated
as
Icmpd =  
1
nTa
q^dis; (3.62)
where the subscript n denotes the nominal value. In response to the heat flow, the compensating current
is added to the reference current to remove the disturbance heat flow. Second, HIOB is used to estimate
the heat inflow at the left end of the thermal system in the proposed method. The heat inflow is estimated
as
 q^in = gi
s+ gi

qref   CnT (s; 0)s

; (3.63)
where gi stands for cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter of HIOB. Here, qref is calculated as
qref =  Ta

Iref + Icmpi + I
cmp
d

: (3.64)
In the proposed control method, the nominal value is considered to correspond with the true value. Thus,
the heat flow at the left end of the system can be estimated accurately. The block diagram of Fig. 3-37
is executed as shown in Fig. 3-41 using (3.56) and (3.63). The method of delay compensation will be
described in the next section.
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Propagation Delay Compensator
The thermal model includes a delay element, and the heat compensator for delay compensation is set
in this method. The compensating temperature for the delay of the thermal system is calculated as
T cmph =
gh
s+ gh

 nTa
Cns
Iref   T (s; L)

; (3.65)
where T cmph stands for the compensating temperature for delay of the thermal system. The value of com-
pensation is added with the response value of temperature at the right end of the system. The structure
of the heat compensator is based on the delay compensation method that does not require the delay time
[109,110]. Here, Iref is calculated as
Iref =   Kp
nTa
 
Tcmd  
 
T cmph + T (s; L)

; (3.66)
where Tcmd and Kp stand for command value of temperature and proportional gain, respectively. The
block diagram of the heat compensator is shown in Fig. 3-42. The delay of the thermal system can be
compensated by using the model of the Peltier device.
Analyzing of Propagation Delay Compensator
The compensator mentioned in the previous section is analyzed. It is needed to compensate for the
propagation delay of the thermal system included in the copper wire. A communication disturbance ob-
server (CDOB) was proposed [109] for compensating for delay time using the structure of the disturbance
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Fig. 3-43: Block diagram of generalized temperature control with CDOB.
observer. The compensating heat flow for the delay of the thermal system is calculated as
qcmph =
gh
s+ gh

 nTa
Cs
Iref   T (s; L)

: (3.67)
The value of compensation is added with response value of temperature at the right end of the wire. The
effect of the compensator is analyzed. The block diagram of the generalized thermal system using the
CDOB is shown in Fig. 3-43, where C(s), G(s), and T stand for controller, plant system, and delay
time of the system, respectively. Here, the transfer function of the system without the heat compensator
is derived as
T (s; L)
T cmd
=
C(s)G(s)e Ts
1 + C(s)G(s)e Ts
: (3.68)
The transfer function of the system with the compensator is calculated as
T (s; L)
T cmd
=
C(s)G(s)e Ts
1 + C(s)G(s)
: (3.69)
Therefore, the delay element of the denominator of the transfer function can be rejected by the heat
compensator. It can be said that the stability of the system is improved by using the compensator.
Temperature Control Based on the Thermal Diffusion Equation
The general view of the proposed control system for temperature control based on a thermal diffusion
equation is shown in Fig. 3-44. The control system consists of compensation of damping element and
propagation delay of the heat conduction system. The block diagram of the control system is shown in
Fig. 3-45. The Peltier device is controlled robustly by the HDOB ( 1). By using the compensator for
rejection of torsion ( 2) and a propagation delay ( 3), temperature control at the end of the wire that is
the load side of the thermal system is executed. The validity of the proposed method is verified through
some experiments.
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Fig. 3-44: General view of the proposed control system.
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Fig. 3-46: Experimental setup for estimating and controlling the tip of the wire.
Experimental Setup
The experimental setup for temperature control using a thermal diffusion equation is shown in Fig.
3-46. The thermal system consists of the Peltier device and metal wire, that the Peltier device is attached
to the left end of the metal wire. The thermocouples are attached at both sides of the wire. The sensor
of the heat source side was used for estimating the torsion of heat flow, and the one at the tip of the
wire was used for the delay compensation. There are two types of experiments to verify the validity of
the control method. First, the thermal response was compared with different lengths (10/20/30/40/50
mm) of copper wire and different materials (copper/aluminum wire). In this experiments, the Peltier
device was controlled at 1 K (relative temperature). Second, the temperature of the end of the copper
and aluminum wire with the length of 30/45/60 mm was controlled. The Peltier device attached to the
left end of the wire was controlled by using the model based on the thermal diffusion equation. The
temperature responses of the proposed control method (HDOB at the Peltier device, torsion rejection,
and compensation for propagation delay) were compared to the responses without rejection method or
heat compensator. A human finger contacted with the right end of the wire after 25 s. Table 3.3 shows
the values of the parameters used in these experiments. Here, the parameters of thermal conductivity and
thermal diffusivity were decided from the theoretical values.
Experimental results
Figs. 3-47 and 3-48 show the experimental results of the temperature responses in the case where
the Peltier device is controlled at 1 K. In Fig. 3-47, the propagation speed is different depending on the
length of the copper wire. This is because the damping and delay elements of e
L
c
p
s increases according
to L. In Fig. 3-48, the propagation speed between the copper and aluminum wire is different. In this
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Table 3.3: Parameters of experiments for verifying temperature control with detection.
Para. Description Value
Kp Proportional gain 0.04
Kd Differential gain 0.001
Rn Nominal thermal resistance 8.47 K/W
Cn Nominal thermal capacitance 0.475 J/K
 Thermal conductivity 398 W/m  K
c2 Thermal diffusivity 110mm2/s
n Seebeck coefficient 0.01 V/K
gd Cut-off frequency of HDOB 0.1 rad/s
gi Cut-off frequency of HIOB 10.0 rad/s
gh Cut-off frequency of heat compensator 0.1 rad/s
case, the thermal diffusivity, c, differs depending on the material, and the damping element and delay
element are also changed from the thermal diffusivity. The steady-state error between the temperature
responses of the wire and the Peltier device may be caused by a heat dissipation. Figs. 3-49 to 3-52
show the results of temperature control at the right end of the copper wire where the length is 30/45/60
mm. The red line shows the proposed control method, which is the temperature response with torsion
of heat flow rejection and compensation of the thermal propagation (heat compensator). The green line
shows the temperature response without the heat compensator. The blue line shows the response using
only the compensated value from the HDOB at the Peltier device. In Fig. 3-49, the convergence time of
the response value was faster than the response without rejection loop at the transient state, in the case of
adding the compensation of rejection loop (comparing red line and green line). Therefore, the rejection
loop can be considered as working effectively. In the case of using the heat compensator (comparing
the red line and blue line), the convergence time of the response value was faster than those without the
compensating loop. It appears that the heat compensation worked faster as the temperature response.
The same can be observed in Figs. 3-50 and 3-51 in the case of changing the length of the wire. It is said
that the convergence time is almost the same regardless of the length of the thermal system. Fig. 3-52
shows the temperature response in the case of using the aluminum wire; the same can be observed as in
Fig. 3-49. From the above results, it can be inferred that the proposed method is useful for any length
and any material that has a high thermal conductivity. As mentioned above, temperature control of the
heat conduction system can be conducted by regarding the system as a uniform material with damping
and delay elements. It can be confirmed from SC that it becomes1.
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Fig. 3-49: Experimental results of temperature control using the proposed method (material: copper
wire, length: 30 mm).
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Fig. 3-50: Experimental results of temperature control using the proposed method (material: copper
wire, length: 45 mm).
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Fig. 3-51: Experimental results of temperature control with proposed method (copper wire: 60 mm).
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Fig. 3-52: Experimental results of temperature control using proposed method (material: aluminum wire,
length: 30 mm).
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Summary of This Section
This section proposed a temperature control method based on the thermal diffusion equation. In this
case, SC was set to 1 was considered. The thermal system was modeled with simple propagation
delay and damping system. The model was verified by using the numerical analysis and experimental
results. Besides, the temperature at the load side of the system was controlled by using this thermal
model. Furthermore, temperature control was conducted by using only two thermocouples, and simple
control system was constructed. The proposed method of temperature control was validated through
some fundamental experiments. The method can be used for material that has a high thermal conductivity
such as copper and aluminum wire. It is a fundamental and important method for controlling a thermal
system considering the thermal distribution.
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Fig. 3-53: The concept figure of temperature control with sensing.
3.3.3 Temperature Control with Sensing of Contacting Object
In this section, the model using a thermal diffusion equation is applied to sensing technique of contact-
ing object. The technique mentioned in the previous section can make it possible to control temperature
of the Peltier device and to observe heat flow that enters into the device at the same time. Therefore, the
proposed method can monitor heat propagation of the contacting object while rendering thermal sensa-
tion. Monitoring of heat propagation is useful for health care system because obtaining the information
of the inside of the human body where it is hard to attach to the sensor is possible. In the thermal model,
thermal propagation is changed depending on the material condition such as the presence of heat source
such as a cancer cell. The method to obtain heat flow of the material using heat propagation is discussed
in this section. The concept figure is shown in Fig. 3-53. It is possible to find a heat source in a deep layer
of the material by using the sensing method without any sensor attached inside of the material. There-
fore, the proposed method is valid for detecting heat source inside of the material. Some experiments
are conducted to verify the validity of the sensing method by using an aluminum cylinder as propagation
material.
Application of the Sensing Method
One of the applications of the sensing method is the detection of the heat source such as a cancer cell
inside of the human body by estimating heat flow from the surface of the body. There are many studies
about the human model of the thermal propagation, and most of them use some thermal resistances
and thermal capacitances [104]–[106]. Besides, the thermal propagation model including a heat source
is constructed based on the thermal network method, shown in Fig. 3-54. According to the literature
[107,108], the cancer cell has higher temperature up to about 2-3 K on the skin over the tumor. Thus, heat
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Fig. 3-54: Thermal propagation model including a heat source.
flow generates from the temperature difference in case of cooling from the body surface. To generalize
the proposed sensing method, the thermal system is modeled using a thermal diffusion equation, and the
method is expected to be applied for all thermal propagation system like a metal material and human
body. The section used a metal material as a propagation model to construct the fundamental method
for detection of a heat source. It is assumed that metal material has higher and uniformity thermal
conductivity than human, and it is possible to conduct the fundamental verification of the proposed
method using the material.
Sensing The Heat Flow From The Surface
In this section, the method of sensing the heat flow from the surface is discussed. As mentioned in the
previous section, delay with damping element is related to the thermal parameter of the material. Thus,
a heat source can be detected using the element. By using the method explained in Section 3.3.2, heat
flow involved the propagation model can be observed as the torsion of heat flow from the surface. Based
on the thermal model derived in Section 3.3.2, the torsion of heat flow from the heat source in deep layer
qh is calculated as
qh = T (s; 0)  e Lc
p
sT (s; L): (3.70)
In this construction, it is needed to be set the temperature sensor in the material; however, it is difficult
when material that cannot be attached anything to inner side is monitored. Therefore, the observer that
estimate heat flow using only the information at the surface is constructed. HIOB is set on the Peltier
device, then the heat flow at the surface from a deep layer can be estimated. Using the method derived
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in Section 3.2.2, qh is rewritten as
qh = T (s; 0)  e Lc
p
sT (s; L)
=   c

1p
s
qin(s; 0); (3.71)
where , c, and qin stand for thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, and heat inflow estimated from
the surface, respectively. Here, fractional integrator 1p
s
is implemented by using the literature [99]. The
estimation error of the heat flow effects directly to the estimated value of the depth of the heat source. In
other words, the performance of the detection of a heat source is determined by the accuracy of estimated
heat flow.
Controlling the Peltier Device
The compensated value of current from HDOB is calculated as
Icmp =
gd
s+ gd

 nTaIrefa   qres

; (3.72)
where superscript cmp, Irefa , and gd stand for command value, current after compensation, and cut-off
frequency of a low-pass filter for HDOB, respectively. In the sensing method, temperature control is
conducted to cool and observe the heat flow of the material.
Controlling with Sensing
The control system consists of the Peltier device and the propagation material that involved a heat
source inside of the material. The block diagram of the whole system of sensing and controlling is
shown in Fig. 3-55. Here, the subscript n, gi, and the superscript ,^ ref stand for the nominal value, cut-off
frequency of a low-pass filter for HIOB, and estimated value, reference value, respectively. The Peltier
device is attached to the surface and cooling the material, and heat flow from the heat source can be
monitored at the same time with temperature control. In the sensing method, temperature control with
sensing is possible because the control system is constructed based on heat flow dimension. Because
the method utilizes the heat disturbance observer for removing disturbance including modeling error, the
method uses a simple proportional controller.
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Fig. 3-55: Block diagram of the control system for sensing heat source.
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Fig. 3-56: Experimental setup for verification of detection heat source.
Table 3.4: Parameters of experiments for verifying the sensing method of contacting object.
Para. Description Value
Kp Proportional gain 0.4
 Thermal conductivity 237 W/mK
c2 Thermal diffusivity 98.8mm2/s
n Seebeck coefficient 0.002 V/K
gd Cut-off frequency of HDOB 1.0 rad/s
gi Cut-off frequency of HIOB 1.0 rad/s
gh Cut-off frequency of heat compensator 1.0 rad/s
Experimental Setup
Fig. 3-56 shows the experimental setup. The aluminum cylinder was used as a thermal propagation
model attached on the Peltier device with temperature and heat flow sensor. The relationship between the
aluminum cylinder and the thermal propagation model is explained in the next subsection. The thickness
of the cylinder is 10 mm in experiment 1, and 10, 25, 30, and 40 mm in experiment 2. The Peltier device
that the size is 5 mm  5 mm was attached on the cylinder, used as an experimental model of a heat
source inside of the material. In addition, the Peltier device that the side is 20 mm  20 mm was used
for cooling the cylinder. There are two kinds of experiments. In experiment 1, the relationship between
temperature response and estimated heat flow was verified. The Peltier device was controlled to  5.0
K and the sine wave of 0.025 Hz (relative temperature). In the same time, the sensor attached to the
device was observed the heat flow from the heat source. The experimental results of the estimated heat
flow were compared in 2 cases. Case 1 is that the Peltier device as a heat source inside of the material
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Fig. 3-57: Experimental results of temperature control (T cmd =  5.0 K).
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Fig. 3-58: Experimental results of estimated heat flow (T cmd =  5.0 K).
controlled to 2 K (relative temperature) and case 2 is that the Peltier device was kept at standard state. In
experiment 2, the relationship between the depth of heat source and the estimated heat flow was verified.
The Peltier device was controlled to  10 K after controlling the heat source to 3 K, and the temperature
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Fig. 3-59: Experimental results of temperature control (T cmd =  5.0 sin(2  /40 t) K).
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Fig. 3-60: Experimental results of estimated heat flow (T cmd =  5.0 sin(2  /40 t) K).
difference between surface and heat source (T ) was extended compared with experiment 1. Here, the
starting time of controlling the Peltier device on the surface sets to 0 s and peak point of the estimated
heat flow was estimated in the transient response of the temperature control. In the case of changing the
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depth of heat source (10 mm, 25 mm, 30 mm, and 40 mm), the estimated heat flow was compared case 1
to case 2. The values of parameters used for these experiments are shown in Table 3.4. Here, the thermal
conductivity and thermal diffusivity was used from the theoretical value. The cut-off frequency could
not be raised anymore because the value of heat flux sensor has a lot of noise. As for frequency band of
this system, it is enough to compensate for the disturbance against the temperature control.
The Aluminum Cylinder and A Propagation Model
The aluminum cylinder was used as a general thermal propagation model to generalize the sensing
method in the experiments. Heat propagation from heat source occurs inside of the aluminum cylinder in
the same way as these models. The method is expected to be applied for all thermal propagation system
such as metal material and a human body.
Experimental Results
Some experiments were conducted in 2 cases that the temperature command (relative temperature)
set  5.0 K and the sine wave of 0.025 Hz in experiment 1. Figs. 3-57 and 3-59 show the results of
temperature control of the Peltier device, and Figs. 3-58 and 3-60 show the results of estimated heat flow
from the observer. Here, the feedback signal of Figs. 3-57 and 3-59 are temperature responses of the
Peltier device (T (s, 0)) and temperature control was conducted. In Figs. 3-58 and 3-60, the heat flow was
estimated from the estimation algorithm. In Fig. 3-57, temperature responses followed to the command
value. From these experimental results, the transient state of temperature response is different between
cases 1 and 2 because of the existence of the heat source. From Fig. 3-58, heat flow can be estimated
and the peak value of case 1 is higher than the value of case 2. The reason of the difference occurred
from the reference value of current and heat flow responses of the controlled Peltier device. The heat
flow from the estimation algorithm can be observed the changing inside of material. As for the case that
the command is the sine wave, it is said the same. Fig. 3-60 shows the results of estimated heat flow, and
it is said that the difference between 2 cases from the figure at the peak point. Therefore, the existence
of heat source can be found from the estimated heat flow during temperature control. In other words,
the proposed estimation method is valid for detecting heat source inside of the material in case that the
temperature of the surface is uniform and detection from thermography is difficult.
In the experiment 2, Figs. 3-61, 3-62, and 3-63 show the estimated heat flow in the case of extending
T . From these figures, it is found that the peak point of the estimated heat flow becomes higher as the
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Fig. 3-61: Experimental results of the estimated heat flow (d = 10 mm).
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Fig. 3-62: Experimental results of the estimated heat flow (d = 40 mm).
depth between the surface and the Peltier device decreases. The relationship between the peak point of
the estimated heat flow and the depth is shown in Fig. 3-64. The blue bar is the standard deviation of
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Fig. 3-63: Experimental results of estimated heat flow (T = 13 K).
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Fig. 3-64: The relationship between depth and estimated heat flow.
three times experimentations. The theoretical value of heat flow is derived as
q = TA
1
d
; (3.73)
where T , d and A stand for temperature difference, depth, and area, respectively. Therefore, heat flow
is inversely proportional to the depth between the surface and the Peltier device. From Fig. 3-64, the
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theoretical value (orange dotted line) and the experimental value are almost the same. It means that the
depth of heat source from the surface can be calculated by using the estimated heat flow. Besides, the
standard deviation is small enough to evaluate the estimated heat flow. Therefore, the heat source in a
deep layer can be observed from the transient response of the heat flow in the case of high-temperature
difference, and the depth of the heat source can be detected from the value of the estimated heat flow.
Thus, the heat flow is observed the difference as a peak point of the estimated value. From these experi-
ments, the heat source in a deep layer can be found from the estimated heat flow based on the estimation
method. The difference of the heat flow is occurred from a temperature difference between the temper-
ature of the surface and the heat source. The estimated heat flow includes spatial information of heat
conduction. Thus, the method is expected to apply the sensing method for location and state of heat
conduction inside the material.
Evaluation of Sensing
Sensing of one heat source is conducted by using one Peltier device in the section. Therefore, the
spatial resolution of sensing is depending on the size of the Peltier device. From the experimental setup,
the spatial resolution for sensing is 20 mm 20 mm in this dissertation. As for temperature resolution, it
is decided by the relationship between the resolution of sensors and amount of noises. Detection is pos-
sible when the difference of estimated heat flow is larger than the variation from the noises. To improve
the resolution and the accuracy of detection, a combination of the proposed method in three-dimension
is needed. The method will be extended to use three-dimensional thermal propagation. Moreover, the
depth that can be detected from the proposed method is according to a temperature difference between a
heat source and the material surface. In this dissertation, it is showed that 7 K to 13 K ofT is needed to
detect a heat source under 40 mm from the material surface by experimental results. The estimated heat
flow is changed from modeling error; however, the relative value is important in the case of detection for
a heat source.
Summary of This Section
This section introduced the method of sensing heat flow to detect a heat source in a deep layer with
temperature control. Heat propagation from the Peltier device was modeled by a thermal diffusion equa-
tion. The observer based on the distributed parameter system was established to estimate the torsion
of heat flow involved propagation model. Therefore, the estimation method is valid for detecting heat
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Fig. 3-65: The relationship between SC and Chapter 3.
source inside of the material. Some experiments were conducted to verify the validity of the proposed
estimation method. The proposed method is expected to be applied to detect the size or depth of heat
source.
3.4 Comparing Distributed Parameter System to Lumped Parameter Sys-
tem
The relationship between SC and each chapter is shown in Fig. 3-65. As for the lumped parameter
model mentioned in Section 3.2, the size of the node x is derived as
x =
L
3
: (3.74)
Therefore, SC is expressed as
SC =
q
T
3
L
: (3.75)
Thus, spatially controlled thermal conductance can be changed from 0 to1. When temperature control
is conducted, T closes to 0 and SC becomes 1. On the other hand, SC becomes 0 when heat flow
control is conducted and q closes to 0. Hence, the parameter of SC can be changed depending on the
location of the contact point.
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As for the distributed parameter model mentioned in Section 3.3, x closes to 0 such as
x  0; (3.76)
and the value of SC becomes1 shown as
SC  1: (3.77)
It means that the distributed parameter model has high stiffness and the knowledge matches the assump-
tion of modeling that the modeling material has a uniform parameter. Therefore, a lumped parameter
model is suitable to control and change responses of a part of the heat conduction system and a dis-
tributed parameter model is suitable to use control whole of the heat conduction system with uniform
thermal parameters.
3.5 Summary of Chapter 3
The control system using the basic model of the one-degree-of-freedom heat conduction system was
proposed in this chapter. In the first half of Chapter 3, heat conduction system was treated as three-
capacitance system and control system was constructed based on a lumped parameter system. The con-
tacting points can be detected by calculating the ratio of heat flow from the observer set in each location
of the heat conduction material. By using the detection algorithm, temperature control at the contact-
ing point was conducted. Besides, virtual thermal conductance control at any contacting points on the
material was proposed. The model using a thermal diffusion equation was proposed in the second half
of Chapter 3, and the control system was constructed based on a thermal diffusion equation. Heat con-
duction system can be expressed as a damping element and a delay element by using a thermal diffusion
equation, and it is easy to implement the control system using the model. Both methods were compared
at the end of the chapter.
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Two-Degree-of-Freedom Heat Conduction
System
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the two-degree-of-freedom heat conduction system is modeled based on a lumped
parameter system and a distributed parameter system. As for a lumped parameter model, heat conduction
material is divided into multiple thermal capacitances and thermal resistances, and control system based
on the model is conducted. As for a distributed parameter model, heat conduction material is treated as a
time-delay system with damping, and control system using time delay compensator is conducted. Some
experiments are conducted using both methods and verify the validity of the proposed method.
First, Section 4.2 explains the model based on a lumped parameter system and its control system using
the heat conduction system with two heat sources. Second, the model base on a distributed parameter
system and its control system introduces in Section 4.3. Finally, both methods were compared to each
other in Section 4.4.
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Fig. 4-1: Control objective of the general modeling.
4.2 Modeling Based on a Lumped Parameter System
4.2.1 General Modeling for Control of Heat Conduction System
Using Three-Thermal Capacitance System
In this section, the control method for rendering thermal sensation spatially using a general model is
explained. Namely, temperature control is conducted on the same plane dividingN points of contacting.
The Peltier devices at both ends of the metal plate is regarded as a heat conduction system for rendering
thermal sensation. The thermal system is modeled with multiple nodes based on a thermal network
method. The HDOB is used to remove disturbance which is an obstacle in controlling temperature.
By using the value of heat inflow estimated from the HIOB, detection algorithm of contacting points is
established. Here, SC can be derived as
SC = G
N
L
; (4.1)
where L is length of the heat conduction material. It is possible to render thermal sensation to N con-
tacting points by changing G.
General Model of Heat Conduction System
The thermal system used in this section is a metal plate which is attached to the Peltier devices. The
control objective of this section is shown in Fig. 4-12, where qin stands for heat inflow from a human
finger. This dissertation proposed the method of detection contacting points and temperature control of
these points. The model of this system based on the thermal network method is shown in Fig. 4-2,
where subscript `, subscript r, T , q, qin, R and C stand for the left and right part of the copper plate,
temperature, heat flow, heat inflow, thermal resistance and thermal capacitance, respectively. Heat flow
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expresses the thermal energy flowing from finger to the thermal system. In this section, two Peltier
devices are used as the sources for the thermal system. The amount of heat flow generated by the devices
is expressed as
qe =
266666664
q`
0
...
qr
377777775
= A
266666664
I`
0
...
Ir
377777775
= AIe (4.2)
A =
2666664
  1nTa 0
0
. . .
0
0   1nTa
3777775 ; (4.3)
where subscript e, subscript n, Ta, , and I stand for the electrical value, nominal value, ambient temper-
ature of the device, Seebeck coefficient, and electric current, respectively. Here, heat flow estimated as
(4.2) conducts to the metal plate without heat loss. By the circuit, the relationship between temperature
and heat flow is derived as
T1 =
1
Cs

q`   T1   T2
R

+ qin1 (4.4)
Tk =
1
Cs

Tk 1   Tk
R
  Tk   Tk+1
R

+ qink (4.5)
(k = 2;    ; N   1)
TN =
1
Cs

qr +
TN 1   TN
R

+ qinN ; (4.6)
where the k, N and s denote a contacting location number, a number of contacting points and a Laplace
operator, respectively. (4.4) and (4.6) indicate the boundary condition of the system. Here, R and C
depend on N such as
R =
L
N
WD
(4.7)
C = 
L
N
WD (4.8)
where ,  and c denote the thermal conductivity, density and specific heat, respectively. It is supposed
that the copper plate which is LmW mD m. Using (4.4) to (4.6), thermal equations are calculated
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Fig. 4-2: General modeling of the thermal system by a thermal network method.
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Fig. 4-3: Block diagram of plant system used in this section.
as
T sen =
266666664
T1
T2
...
TN
377777775
= P
266666664
T1
T2
...
TN
377777775
+
266666664
q`
0
...
qr
377777775
 
266666664
 qin1
 qin2
...
 qinN
377777775
= PT sen + qe + q
in; (4.9)
where
P =
26666666664
  1RCs 1RCs
1
RCs   2RCs 1RCs    0
. . .
0    1RCs   2RCs 1RCs
1
RCs   1RCs
37777777775
: (4.10)
Here, T sen stands for temperature of sensor.
The block diagram of the plant system is shown in Fig. 4-3. In Fig. 4-3, superscript res, subscript con,
and qdis denote the value of temperature response, temperature of contacting point, and disturbance-heat
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Fig. 4-5: Block diagram of HIOB (k = 2  N   1).
flow, respectively. qdis is defined as
qdisk =  qink +
Tk
R
(4.11)
Tk = T
res
k 1   T resk ; (4.12)
whereT denotes the difference in temperature to the next element of the plate. There are two sources of
heat flow, then the block diagram is expressed with the vector representation. After this, transformation
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matrixB and C are derived. From (4.9) ,B is given by
T ressen = (I   P ) 1

qe + q
dis

= B

qe + q
dis

(4.13)
qdis =
26664
qdis1
qdis2
...
qdisN
37775 ; (4.14)
where I denotesN N identity matrix. The relationship between the temperatures of the sensor and of
the contacting points is described as
T rescon = CT
res
sen (4.15)
C =
26664
x1
L
N
L
N
 x1
L
N
0
. . .
0
L
N
 xN
L
N
xN
L
N
37775 ; (4.16)
where L and x represent length of the plate and location of contacting point, respectively. Using this
model, the general thermal control system is constructed in the next section.
HDOB and HIOB
The control algorithm consists of the detection algorithm, estimation of heat inflow and temperature
control at the contacting points. In case of controlling each temperature of the plate, disturbance such as
Joule heat is needed to be removed. The control structure of the HDOB is shown in Fig. 4-4. In Fig.
4-4, Icmp and L and superscript^denote compensation current, the low-pass filter that is constructed to
reduce the noise and the estimated value, respectively. Icmp, L andHn are defined as follows:
Icmp =
26664
Icmp`
0
...
Icmpr
37775 (4.17)
L =
264
gd
s+gd
0
. . .
0 gds+gd
375 (4.18)
Hn = BnCn; (4.19)
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Fig. 4-6: Concept of detecting using HIOB.
where subscript n and gd stand for the nominal value and cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter, respec-
tively. By using the HDOB, disturbance heat flow is estimated as
q^dis = Lqdis: (4.20)
Using this value, the compensation current Icmp is obtained as
Icmp = A 1q^dis: (4.21)
When disturbances are taken into the thermal system, the compensation current is added to the reference
of current in the control system. The HIOB is constructed using the same construction as the HDOB.
The control structure of the HIOB that is set between Tk 1 and Tk is shown in Fig. 4-5. The heat inflow
is estimated as
 q^ink = q^disk  
Tk
Rn
g
s+ g
: (4.22)
The heat inflow estimated from the HIOB is used in a detection method of multiple contacting points.
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Detection Algorithm of Contacting Points
The concept figure of detection algorithm is shown in Fig. 4-6. Here, qth stands for a threshold of q^in.
Here,N +1 HIOBs is required to detectN contacting points at the same time. Detecting algorithm uses
the value ofN +1 estimated heat inflow. The position of points k from the left of the plate are expressed
as
xk =
(k   1)L
N
+
L
N
jq^ink+1j
jq^ink j+ jq^ink+1j
: (4.23)
This equation assumes that each contacting point is located between the two HIOBs, and there is no more
than two connecting between them. It means that a contacting point is detected by using two HIOBs.
Temperature Control with Detection
Fig. 4-7 shows the block diagram of temperature control with the detection algorithm. In Fig. 4-7,
superscript cmd andKp stand for the value of command and proportional gain. The matrix used in Fig.
4-7 are derived as follows :
Kp =
264 Kp1 0. . .
0 KpN
375 (4.24)
The control system consists of detection algorithm and proportional temperature control. At first, con-
tacting points x are calculated by estimated heat inflow from HIOB, and substituted to the vector C.
Then, the temperature of contacting points are derived by thermocouples using C. By feedback loop of
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the temperature and compensation current calculated value based on HDOB, the temperature of contact-
ing points are controlled.
Virtual Thermal Conductance Control with Multiple Points Detection
The virtual thermal conductance control can be applied to the control system explained in the previous
section. The block diagram of virtual thermal conductance control with multiple points detection is
shown in Fig. 4-7. In Fig. 4-7, Kp and G denote a proportional gain and thermal conductance. The
control system consists of the detection algorithm and virtual thermal conductance control. At first,
contacting points x are calculated by estimated heat inflow from HIOB, and substituted into the vector
C. Then, the temperature of contacting points are estimated from sensor value andC. By feedback loop
of the calculated value based on the value added estimated heat inflow, virtual thermal conductance of
contacting points are controlled.
Then, spatial extended virtual thermal conductance control is discussed. The thermal conductance is
related to thermal conductivity, and it is different depending on materials. It can be said that changing
thermal conductance virtually means changing thermal response. In the virtual thermal conductance
control, the thermal system has virtual heat conductance G. T ref equals to T sen in the same way as
temperature control, if the disturbance heat flow does not exist. However, T ref is different to T sen in case
of heat inflow taking into the system. In this case, the reference of temperature is shown as
T refk new = T
ref
k +
1
G
qink ; (4.25)
where subscript new means the redefinition of the reference. This equation means that heat flow changes
the reference of a temperature and thermal response is affected by the value. By changing the value of
virtual thermal conductanceG, the amount of effect by the heat flow can be adjusted. Therefore, thermal
response is changed depending on the contacting points where heat inflow takes into the system. In the
next section, the general model is used for the heat conduction system using two heat sources in the case
of N = 2.
4.2.2 Temperature Control with Detection of Two Contacting Points
In the experiments, two contacting points are detected and controlled because of using two Peltier
devices. Here, temperature control at two contacting points is conducted. In this case, T closes to 0 and
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SC is calculated as
SC =
q
Tx
(4.26)
 1:
Rendering Method for Two Points
Using (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6), the relationship between temperature T1, T2, T3 and heat flow q`, qr are
calculated as 24 T1T2
T3
35 = 1
P
24 a1 Ra3 a3
R a2
35 q`
qr

= B

q`
qr

(4.27)
a1 = Rf(RCs+ 1)(RCs+ 2)  1g (4.28)
a2 = Rf(RCs+ 1)(RCs+ 2)  2g (4.29)
a3 = (RCs+ 1)R (4.30)
P =
1
(RCs+ 1)a2
: (4.31)
Here, assuming T1, T2 and T3 change at the same time,Bn (nominal value ofB) is given as
Bn =
24 13Cs 13Cs1
3Cs
1
3Cs
1
3Cs
1
3Cs
35 : (4.32)
The relationship between temperature of sensor and contacting points is derived by

TA
TB

=
 xA
30
30 xA
30 0
0 30 xB30
xB
30
24 T1T2
T3
35
= C
24 T1T2
T3
35 : (4.33)
Then,Hn is defined as
Hn = BnCn
=

1
3Cs 0
0 13Cs

: (4.34)
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Fig. 4-8: Experimental setup for verifying temperature control in case of two contacting points.
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Fig. 4-9: Detecting two contacting points.
Here, diagonal elements of Hn are considered as 0 because it is assumed that thermal interference
between contacting points does not occur. The estimated heat inflows estimated by three HIOBs are
derived as
 q^in1 = q^dis1  
T1   T2
Rn
g1
s+ g1
(4.35)
 q^in2 = q^dis2  
T2   T3
Rn
g2
s+ g2
(4.36)
 q^in3 = q^dis3 : (4.37)
The experimental setup for the experiments shows Fig. 4-8. The Peltier devices were attached to both
sides of the copper plate, and it is treated as the thermal system. Here, the size of the copper plate is
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Table 4.1: Parameters of experiments for verifying temperature control with detection.
Parameter Description Value
Cn Nominal thermal capacitance 0.71 J/K
Rn Nominal thermal resistance 8.47 K/W
Kp1 Proportional gain 0.8
Kp2
n Seebeck coefficient 0.027(HDOB) V/K,
0.07(HIOB) V/K
g Cut-off frequency of HDOB 0.1 rad/s
gp Cut-off frequency of pseudo differential 0.1 rad/s
qth Threshold of q^in 0.01 W
60 mm10 mm0.5 mm. Three thermocouples were attached to the left, center, and right side of the
copper plate (the red one). Fig. 4-9 shows the detection algorithm. Here, subscripts 1, 2, 3, A and B
stand for the left, center, right part of the plate, and locations of contacting point. In the case of touching
the copper plate by fingers, heat inflow ( qinA and  qinB ) enters from the fingers to the copper plate. The
HIOBs located in each part of the copper plate estimate the heat inflow ( q^in1 ,  q^in2 and  q^in3 ). The
contacting positions were detected by comparing the estimated heat inflow. Among the estimated three
heat inflow from HIOBs, it is assumed that the only one output will have a large value when a finger is
contacted. When the absolute value of estimated heat inflow is over 0.01, contacting points are detected
by using the ratio of each estimated heat inflow.
Outline of Experments
In the experiments, relative temperature of T1 and T3 were controlled to be 2.0 and 1.0 K in the first
100 s (xA=0 mm and xB=60 mm). After 100 s, a human fingers contacted with two points of the copper
plate (xA=15 mm and xB=45 mm). The temperature command of xA (TA) was set at 2:0 K and xB (TB)
was set at 1:0 K. The values of the parameter used for the experiment are shown in Table 4.1. Until 100
s, temperature control without the contact of a finger was conducted, The value of  was adjusted so that
the output of HIOB q^in1 becomes 0 in case.
Results of Experiments
Fig. 4-10 shows actual and estimated value of contacting points. The position of controlling temper-
ature is 0 mm and 60 mm until 100 s, then 15 mm and 45 mm after touching the plate. The estimated
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value of positions followed the actual value, and detection of contacting points was conducted accu-
rately. Fig. 4-11 shows response and reference value of temperature. It can be seen that the temperature
of two points followed the command after touching. It suggests that compensation current from HDOB
removed disturbance-heat flow. From these results, temperature control with detection was achieved at
the contacting points. However, the response was too slow to utilize as a rendering system. The rea-
sons are as follows: First, the speed of response depends on the thermal conductivity of the material.
Then, the response will become to fast if the material of system changes to other material which has
high thermal conductivity. Second, the cut-off frequency of HIOB was low. The frequency and safety
is trade-off relationship, and the frequency is not able to be set too high in reality. It is possible to solve
these problems if the control loop is improved.
As mentioned above, the control system in case that SC was set to1 when x is L/3 was verified by
some experimental results. In the next section, the control system in case that SC has a value using the
same lumped parameter model is explained.
Summary of This Section
This section described the temperature control method using a copper plate with the consecutive de-
tecting the contacting points. In this case, SC is set to1 when x is L/3 that is expressed as a lumped
parameter system. By adding compensation current from HDOB, temperature control was conducted.
The contacting points were detected, and temperature control was conducted at these points by using the
estimated heat inflow. Controlling multiple points and rendering spacial thermal sensation is possible
by using the method. Besides, it became possible to control the points which are not directly sensed by
thermocouples. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposal was evaluated by experimental results. In the
next section, the control system in case that SC has a value when x is L/3 is discussed.
4.2.3 Virtual Thermal Conductance Control with Detection of Two Contacting Points
In this section, a control method of rendering thermal sensation taking a spatial change of temperature
and heat flow into account is proposed. Here,G is set to a various parameter and different SC is rendered
in each contacting point. The control objective of this section is shown in Fig. 4-12. Thermal sensation
is changed on the same plane by controlling both temperature and heat flow depending on contacting
points. To consider temperature distribution, the thermal system is spatially extended by attaching the
Peltier device at both ends of a copper plate. The thermal system is modeled with infinite nodes by using
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Fig. 4-11: Experimental results of temperature responses using two heat sources.
a thermal network method. The proposed method implements virtual thermal conductance control fol-
lowing the plural locations of contacting by detecting contacting points. By using the value of heat inflow
estimated by HIOB, detection algorithm of contacting points and virtual thermal conductance control are
conducted. The method is able to change thermal sensation depending on touching points on the same
plane and render another material. The validity of the proposed system is shown by experimental results.
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Fig. 4-12: Control objective of virtual thermal conductance control with detection of two contacting
points.
Consideration of Detection Error
The effect of detection error is discussed in this section. From Fig. 4-5, the transfer function between
disturbance heat flow and estimated heat inflow is calculated as
q^ink
qink
=
TkCns+ nTanI +
Tk   Tk+1
Rn
TkCs+ TaI +
Tk   Tk+1
R
g
s+ g
: (4.38)
Using this equation, bode diagram in case of setting g to 0.1 and changing the nominal values and sensing
values of temperature are shown in Figs. 4-13 and 4-14. In Fig. 4-13, estimation of heat flow has not
affected by the error of nominal value used at the observer when Rn and Cn have the same error in
low frequency. In the case that these errors are different (the violet line), there are a stationary error
between true value and estimation value. In Fig. 4-14, the estimated value is hardly affected by the
measurement error of temperature in low frequency. However, the measurement error influences the
accuracy of estimation a little in the case of changing the difference in temperature of the sensor (the
violet line). Detection error is calculated as
e =
 jq^k+1j+q^k+1
(jq^kj+q^k) + (jq^k+1j+q^k+1)  
jq^k+1j
jq^kj+ jq^k+1j

L
=
 jq^kjq^k+1   jq^k+1jq^k
(jq^kj+ jq^k+1j) (jq^kj+q^k + jq^k+1j+q^k+1)

L; (4.39)
where e and q^ denote the error of detection contacting point and error of estimated heat flow, respec-
tively. When e is 0, estimated heat flow is derived as
q^k
q^k+1
=
q^k
q^k+1
: (4.40)
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Fig. 4-14: Bode diagram of temperature sensor error.
That is to say if the ratio between each error of estimated heat flow is equal to the ratio between each
actual heat flow, these error does not affect to detect contacting point. Therefore, the measurement error
of the temperature sensor and estimated error do not affect detection directly.
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Fig. 4-15: Experimental setup for verifying virtual thermal conductance control in case of N = 2.
Table 4.2: Parameters of experiments for verifying virtual thermal conductance control with detection.
Para. Description Value
Rn Nominal thermal resistance 8.47 K/W
Cn Nominal thermal capacitance 0.71 J/K
Kp1 Proportional gain 0.5
Kp2 Proportional gain 0.5
n Seebeck coefficient 0.01 V/K
g Cut-off frequency of HDOB 0.1 rad/s
gp Cut-off frequency of pseudo differential 0.1 rad/s
qth Threshold of q^in 0.01 W
Rendering Method for Two Points
In the experiments, two contacting points are detected and controlled by using two Peltier devices.
Fig. 4-15 shows an experimental setup. The Peltier devices are attached at both edges of the copper plate
with the size of 60 mm10 mm0.5 mm. There are three temperature sensors used for a control that
are placed at the left, center and right side of the plate (the red color), while two temperature sensors are
used for verification that are placed between the red colored sensors (the blue color). These sensors are
soldered at the backside of the plate. Here, subscripts 1, 2, 3, A and B denote the left, center, right part
of the plate, and locations of contacting point. The vector C is derived by

TA
TB

=
 xA
30
30 xA
30 0
0 30 xB30
xB
30
24 T1T2
T3
35
= C
24 T1T2
T3
35 ; (4.41)
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Fig. 4-16: Detection results of contacting point with virtual thermal conductance control.
which the length of copper plate is 60 mm. The estimated heat inflows from three HIOBs are estimated
as
 q^in1 = q^dis1  
T1   T2
Rn
g1
s+ g1
(4.42)
 q^in2 = q^dis2  
T2   T3
Rn
g2
s+ g2
(4.43)
 q^in3 = q^dis3 : (4.44)
These values are used to detect contacting points and design thermal conductance control. When fingers
contact the copper plate, heat inflow (  qinA and  qinB ) enters from the fingers to the plate. Then the
HIOBs located in each part of the plate estimate them ( q^in1 ,  q^in2 and  q^in3 ). Through the detection
algorithm, contacting positions are detected. When the absolute value of estimated heat inflow is over
0.001 W, contacting points are detected by using the ratio of each estimated heat inflow. Then, the
estimated heat inflows are added to the command of temperature at the touching points, and thermal
conductance control is conducted at these two points.
Outline of Experiments
Two contacting points denote xA and xB. In the experiments, relative temperature of T1 and T3 are
controlled to be 2.0 and 1.0 K in the first 30 s (xA = 0 mm and xB = 60 mm). After 30 s, a human
fingers contact with two points of the copper plate at the same time(xA = 20 mm and xB = 45 mm). Here,
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Fig. 4-17: Experimental results of temperature responses (G  1).
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Fig. 4-18: Experimental results of temperature responses (G = 0.3, 0.2).
estimated locations of the contacting points are used for control. The relative temperature command of
x^A is set at 2:0 K and x^B is set at 1:0 K. The temperature response in the case of G  1 was compared
to the case of G = 0.3, 0.2. The values of the parameter used for the experiment are shown in Table 4.2.
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The value of  is adjusted so that the output of HIOB q^in1 becomes 0 in case.
Results of Experiments
Fig.4-16 shows actual and estimated value of contacting points. The position of controlling temper-
ature is 0 mm and 60 mm until 30 s, then 20 mm and 45 mm after touching the plate. Both the case of
G  1 andG = 0.3 (xA), 0.2 (xB), the estimated value of positions follow the true value, and detection
of contacting points is realized accurately. In Fig. 4-17, the temperature response approaches to the ref-
erence 2.0 K and 1.0 K when the virtual thermal conductance G is set to infinity. It means that the heat
inflow at the left part is completely compensated. On the other hand, in the case of G = 0.3, 0.2 W/K
shown in Fig. 4-18, temperature is modulated according to the value of qin. Then, temperature tracks
to the modified reference. These results indicate that the amount of heat inflow to take into the system
can be adjusted by the virtual thermal conductance controller. From these results, virtual thermal con-
ductance control with detection is achieved at the contacting points and the thermal response is changed
virtually. Therefore, the case that SC has a value when x is L/3 was verified by some experiments.
Summary of This Section
This section discussed the virtual thermal conductance control method for rendering thermal sensation
taking a spatial change of temperature and heat flow into account. Here, SC is set to have a certain value
using a lumped parameter model. By estimating heat inflow based on HIOB, contacting points were
detected and virtual conductance control was conducted that the amount of heat inflow to take into the
system was adjusted at contacting locations. It can achieve to change thermal response at multiple points
and render spatial thermal sensation to the points by changing SC. The validity of the constructed system
was checked through experiments. The proposed method can be expected to be applied to render thermal
sensation of infinite contacting point and is a first step of spatially expanding the rendering of human
sensation.
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Fig. 4-19: Modeling of heat conduction system based on two thermal diffusion equations.
4.3 Modeling Based on a Distributed Parameter System
4.3.1 Modeling of Heat Conduction System
In this section, the heat conduction system attached to two Peltier devices is modeled and controlled
by using a distributed parameter system. Here, the model based on a thermal diffusion equation has a
high spatially controlled thermal conductance SC because x closes to 0 when the equation is derived
and temperature control is conducted using the model. Heat conduction system with two heat sources
is expressed as two one-dimensional thermal diffusion equations in this dissertation. The experimental
verification about the assumption is conducted in the next section. Fig. 4-19 shows the axis of two
equations. The thermal equations, initial and boundary conditions of the heat conduction system are
shown as
 As for the heat source attached to left side of the wire
@T (t; x)
@t
= c2
@2T (t; x)
@x2
(4.45)
@T (0; x)
@t
= 0 (4.46)
T (t; 0) = u1(t) (4.47)
@T (t; L1)
@x
= 0 (4.48)
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Fig. 4-20: Experimental results of temperature responses (Data 1).
 As for the heat source attached to right side of the wire
@T (t; x)
@t
= c2
@2T (t; x)
@x2
(4.49)
@T (0; x)
@t
= 0 (4.50)
T (t; 0) = u2(t) (4.51)
@T (t; L2)
@x
= 0 (4.52)
where T , t, x, c stand for temperature, time, space, and thermal diffusivity, respectively. By using the
boundary and initial conditions, the transfer functions, G1 and G2, from position 0 to L1, L2 are derived
as
G(s; L1) =
T (s; L1)
T (s; 0)
=
2e 
L1
c
p
s
1 + e 2
L!
c
p
s
(4.53)
G(s; L2) =
T (s; L2)
T (s; 0)
=
2e 
L2
c
p
s
1 + e 2
L2
c
p
s
: (4.54)
4.3.2 Verification for Superposition of Heat
In the case of modeling the heat conduction system with two heat sources using a distributed parameter
system, two one-dimensional thermal diffusion equations are used when the heat conduction is expressed
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Fig. 4-21: Experimental results of temperature responses (Data 2).
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Fig. 4-22: Experimental results of temperature responses (Data 3).
as heat superposition. The heat characteristics of superposition was verified by some experiments. Two
heat sources are attached to the left and right sides of the copper plate, and three kinds of data were
obtained as follows.
 Data 1: Sweep signal is applied to the heat source attached to the left side of the plate.
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Fig. 4-23: Experimental results of temperature responses comparing to Data 1+2 and Data 3.
 Data 2: Sweep signal is applied to the heat source attached to the right side of the plate.
 Data 3: Sweep signals are applied to the heat source attached to the left and right sides of the plate.
Here, current reference (0.1sin(2**0.01t2)) was added as a sweep signal in each heat source. The
experimental results of time series and frequency responses are shown in Figs. 4-20 to 4-24. From Fig.
4-24, the frequency responses of Data 3 are roughly the same with the value of summation of Data 1 and
2. In addition, it is found that each temperature response was not influenced to the other side of the heat
source. Therefore, it can be said that multiple heats can be expressed as a superposition of heat.
4.3.3 Temperature Control Using Two Heat Sources
Control system for temperature control of two points
In the control system, the damping and delay compensations explained in the previous chapter were
used in each heat source. The damping compensator in each heat source is calculated as
qcmp =   c

1p
s
qin(s; 0): (4.55)
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Fig. 4-24: Experimental results of frequency responses comparing to Data 1+2 and Data 3.
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Fig. 4-25: Experimental setup for temperature control based on a distributed parameter system.
The delay compensator in each heat source is described as
T cmph =
gh
s+ gh

 nTa
Cns
Iref   T (s; L)

: (4.56)
Experiments were conducted in the next section.
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Fig. 4-26: Experimental results of temperature control to 1 K at two points.
Experimental Outline
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4-25. Two Peltier devices are attached to the copper wire,
that the length is 60 mm. Four thermocouples are attached to both sides and middle of the wire. Two
points T1 and T2 are controlled from both sides of the Peltier devices.
Experimental Results
Fig. 4-26 shows the experimental results of temperature control at two points where the commands are
set to 1 K. From Fig. 4-26, the temperature at the middle side of the copper wire can be controlled by the
damping compensation and delay compensation. By comparing to the value without the compensation,
it is said that these compensators work well in the control system. Therefore, the case that SC is set to
1 can be verified by some experimental results.
Summary of This Section
In this section, the heat conduction system with two heat sources is controlled based on a distributed
parameter system. Here, the case that SC is set to 1 is considered and temperature control at two
points at the load side of the system was controlled. By using superposition method, the heat conduction
system was modeled by two one-dimensional thermal diffusion equations. The system can be expressed
as a simple model with damping and delay elements when SC becomes1.
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Fig. 4-27: The relationship between SC and Chapter 4.
4.4 Comparing Distributed Parameter System to Lumped Parameter Sys-
tem
In this section, the lumped parameter model and the distributed parameter model is compared based on
SC. The relationship between SC and each chapter is shown in Fig. 4-27. As for the lumped parameter
model mentioned in Section 4.2, the size of the node x is derived as
x =
L
3
: (4.57)
Therefore, SC is shown as
SC =
q
T
3
L
: (4.58)
Thus, spatially controlled thermal conductance can be changed from 0 to1. When temperature control
is conducted, T closes to 0 and SC becomes 1. On the other hand, SC becomes 0 when heat flow
control is conducted, and q closes to 0. Thus, the parameter of SC can also be changed depending on
the location of the contact point in the case of using two heat sources. As for distributed parameter model
mentioned in Section 4.3, x closes to 0 such as
x  0; (4.59)
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and the value of SC becomes1 shown as
SC  1: (4.60)
The model derived from a distributed parameter model has high stiffness and temperature control can
be conducted with high accuracy. Therefore, it can be said that a lumped parameter model is suitable to
control and change responses of a part of the heat conduction system, and a distributed parameter model
is appropriate to use control of the heat conduction system treating as a uniform thermal parameters.
4.5 Summary of Chapter 4
In Chapter 4, the modeling and control method of the two-degree-of-freedom heat conduction system
was explained. In the first half of Chapter 4, the heat conduction system was treated as three-capacitance
system and control system was constructed based on a lumped parameter system. The methods of tem-
perature and virtual thermal conductance control with detection of two contact points were proposed.
The model using a thermal diffusion equation was proposed in the second half of Chapter 4 and the con-
trol system was constructed based on a distributed parameter system. The superposition of heat was used,
and the heat conduction system using two heat sources was modeled by two one-dimensional thermal
diffusion equations.
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Multi-Degree-of-Freedom Heat
Conduction System
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, multiple Peltier devices are controlled using a lumped parameter system and a dis-
tributed parameter system. By treating multiple devices as a single system, temperature distribution on a
surface spreading over these devices can be controlled.
First, Section 5.2 explains the control method based on a lumped parameter model. The method
defines the virtual thermal conductance used for connecting each Peltier devices. Second, the control
method based on a distributed parameter model is introduced in Section 5.3. Finally, both methods are
compared to each other in Section 5.4.
5.2 Modeling Based on a Lumped Parameter System
5.2.1 Virtual Distributed Thermal Conductance Between Heat Sources
It is difficult to render a continuous thermal sensation in the case of using multiple heat sources. This
is because the number of heat sources are smaller than the spatial resolution of the human finger. The
proposed method considers the heat flow on the surface to solve the problem.
In this section, virtual heat conduction between multiple heat sources is considered. Each heat source
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Fig. 5-1: The concept figure of the virtual distributed thermal conductance control.
is modeled by one thermal capacitance as a lumped parameter model, and SC is defined as
SC =
G
x
: (5.1)
Here, G and x stand for virtual thermal conductance between heat source and virtual heat conduction
and the size of a heat source, respectively. The control method of virtual heat flow between multiple heat
sources is proposed in this section. The objective of this section is shown in Fig. 5-1. The method for
sensing and rendering a continuous thermal sensation is discussed by spreading multiple Peltier devices
on a surface as a thermal display. The section defines “virtual distributed thermal conductance” that the
relationship between heat sources and heat flow on the thermal display can be freely changed depending
on the connectivity between heat sources. The proposed method can control the desired temperature
distribution on the surface of the thermal display. Some experiments and simulations are conducted to
confirm the control method.
Modeling of Multiple Peltier Devices
The model of heat flow derived from the Peltier device is expressed as
qref =  TaIref ; (5.2)
where q, , Ta, I , and subscript ref stand for heat flow, Seebeck coefficient, ambient temperature, electric
current, and reference value, respectively. In the system, disturbance heat flow qdis is considered. The
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Fig. 5-2: Block diagram of the heat source for the virtual distributed thermal conductance control.
block diagram of the Peltier device is shown in Fig. 5-2. Here, C, s, and subscript sen stand for thermal
resistance and thermal capacitance, a Laplace operator, and sensor value, respectively. From the model,
the Peltier device can be controlled by applying a current to the device. The thermal interface in this
section consists of some Peltier devices, and there are current inputs whose number depends on that of
devices.
In this method, multiple Peltier devices were connected by virtual distributed thermal conductance.
Thermal equations of multiple Peltier devices based on a thermal network method are calculated as
CsT seni;j =
1
Ri 1
 
T seni 1;j   T seni;j
  1
Ri
 
T seni;j   T seni+1;j

+
1
Rj 1
 
T seni;j 1   T seni;j
  1
Rj
 
T seni;j   T seni;j+1

; (5.3)
where i and j stand for the number of the devices. Here, virtual thermal conductance stands for inverse
of thermal resistance shown as
i =
1
Ri
(5.4)
j =
1
Rj
: (5.5)
Fig. 5-3 shows the connectivity of the Peltier devices.
Robust Control based on a HDOB
For controlling the temperature, the disturbance heat flow is shown as
 qdis =  qin   1
2
RpI
ref2   1
Rp
(Th   Tco) + TcI +CsT sen; (5.6)
where qin, qdis, Rp, Th, and Tco stand for the external heat flow, disturbance heat inflow, thermal resis-
tance of the Peltier device, temperature of the heat side of the device, and temperature of cool side of the
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Fig. 5-3: Model of multiple heat sources using the virtual distributed thermal conductance.
device, respectively. From (5.6), the disturbance consists of Joule heat, heat conduction from the back of
the device, and modeling error. By using the HDOB, estimated disturbance heat flow is derived as
 q^dis =   gd
s+ gd
qdis; (5.7)
where the superscript ˆ and gd stand for the estimated value, and cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter
of HDOB, respectively. The compensation current Icmpd is calculated as
Icmpi =  
1
nTc
q^dis; (5.8)
where the subscript n stands for the nominal value.
Virtual Distributed Thermal Conductance Control
The virtual distributed thermal conductances are defined between each device of the control system
using multiple heat sources. The virtual thermal conductance denotes the connectivity of adjacent each
Peltier device and it effects the characteristics of virtual thermal conduction between heat sources. Thus,
the different temperature distribution can be rendered by changing the value of the virtual thermal con-
ductance. The virtual thermal conductance is expressed as the inverse of thermal resistance shown as
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(5.4) and (5.5). The physical meanings of i and i are the index that decides longitudinal and transverse
of virtual heat conduction. The reference value of heat flow as distributed inputs are expressed as
qrefdij = q
ref
ij + q
int
i + q
int
j (5.9)
qinti = i 1
 
T seni 1;j   T seni;j
  i  T seni;j   T seni+1;j (5.10)
qintj = j 1
 
T seni;j 1   T seni;j
  j  T seni;j   T seni;j+1 : (5.11)
Virtual thermal conductance can be changed as
0 5 i 51 (5.12)
0 5 j 51: (5.13)
Here, the relationship between i, j , and SC is shown as
SCi =
1
i
1
x
(5.14)
SCj =
1
i
1
x
: (5.15)
Therefore, heat flow between heat sources occurs when SC has a value and heat interference does not
occur in the case that SC is set to 1. Temperature change by interference heat flow from the next
devices can be modulated by changing the value of the virtual thermal conductance. Equations (5.12)
and (5.13) mean that the value of the virtual thermal conductance becomes 0 when thermal interference
does not occur, and the heat flow is taken into the system in the case of the virtual thermal conductance
becomes larger. The amount of the heat flow taken into the thermal system can be decided by the value
of  and . When the value of the virtual conductance is set to 0, thermal interference does not occur
and each heat sources can be controlled independently. On the other hand, the thermal interference
occurs when the value of the virtual thermal conductance is set to over 0 and the connectivity of heat
sources can be changed depending on it. Therefore, spatial resolution rendering objects can be controlled
freely by using the virtual distributed thermal conductances. Fig. 5-4 show some examples of the virtual
distributed thermal conductances. It can be rendered the thermal sensation of grasping and spreading
motion by controlling the virtual distributed thermal conductance because the virtual distributed thermal
conductance is related to the connectivity of heat sources.
For instance, the Peltier devices on a finger and a palm are connected in the case of grasping a hot
object in case 1 in Fig. 5-4. In this case, the virtual heat conduction occurs on the finger and the palm
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Fig. 5-4: Example of the virtual distributed thermal conductance control.
and the virtual thermal conductance becomes large. On the other hand, heat is not transferred to the
finger enough in case 2 in Fig. 5-4, that the virtual thermal conductance between the finger and the palm
becomes small.
Whole system of the proposed method
In this section, virtual distributed thermal conductance is defined as a distributed command on the
thermal interface. The general view of the control system is shown in Fig. 5-5. Here, the Peltier
devices are controlled by the HDOB to remove disturbance factors of the control system. Firstly, virtual
distributed thermal conductance is selected based on the desired temperature distribution in the control
system. Each virtual thermal conductance of the Peltier devices is set and the virtual thermal conductance
control is conducted. Finally, the desired temperature distribution can be reproduced on the surface of
the thermal display.
Outline of Experiments
Fig. 5-6 shows the experimental setup. The size of the Peltier devices are 20 mm  20 mm. T sen1 ,
T sen2 , T
sen
3 stand for value of thermocouples. Three Peltier devices were spread on the same surface of the
heat sink. The thermocouples were attached to each device. Each temperature information of the Peltier
device is connected to adjacent Peltier devices. There are two kinds of experiments. T2 is controlled to 2
K in experiment 1, T3 is controlled to 2 K in experiment 2, and T2 is controlled to 7 K in experiment 3.
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Table 5.1: Parameter of experiments for verifying the virtual distributed thermal conductance control.
Parameter Description Value
n Nominal Seebeck coefficient 0.023 V/K
Cn Nominal thermal capacitance 2.0 J/K
gd Cut-off frequency for pseudo differential 0.5 rad/s
Kp Proportional gain 1.0
In the experiments, virtual distributed thermal conductances are set to as follows.
Experiment1 :

1
2

=

0:5
0:2

(5.16)
Experiment2 :

1
2

=

0:0
0:2

(5.17)
Experiment3 :

1
2

=

0:1(0:01)
0:1

(5.18)
In the experiment 3, virtual thermal conductance 1 is changed every 5 s. The parameter values used for
the experiment are shown in Table 5.1.
Experimental Results
Figs. 5-7, 5-9 and 5-11 show the temperature responses and Figs. 5-8, 5-10 and 5-12 show the
thermography of the experimental results. From Fig. 5-7, T res1 and T
res
3 rise depending on T
res
1 . In
particular, the speed of virtual heat conduction is different between T res1 and T
res
3 . It is because the
virtual thermal conductance 1 and 2 were set to the different value shown in (5.16). Therefore, virtual
heat propagation from T res2 is changed depending on the space virtually. From Fig. 5-9, heat from T3
transferred to T2, however, T1 does not to be changed. It means the left and the center of the Peltier
devices were not connected and thermal interference did not occur between T1 and T2. This is because
the virtual thermal conductance 1 is set to 0 shown in (5.17). From Fig. 5-11, virtual heat conduction
from T2 to T1 is changed every 5 s depending on the virtual thermal conductance shown in (5.18). It is
found that virtual heat conduction is controlled on the surface from these results. Hence, the temperature
distribution on the thermal display can be controlled by using the virtual distributed thermal conductance.
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Fig. 5-5: General view of the virtual distributed thermal conductance control.
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Fig. 5-6: Experimental setup for verifying the virtual distributed thermal conductance control.
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Fig. 5-7: Experimental results of the virtual distributed thermal conductance control (Exp. 1).
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Fig. 5-8: Thermography of the virtual distributed thermal conductance control (Exp. 1).
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Fig. 5-9: Experimental results of the virtual distributed thermal conductance control (Exp. 2).
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Fig. 5-10: Thermography of the virtual distributed thermal conductance control (Exp. 2).
Numerical Simulations of Nine DoF System
The numerical simulations using c language were conducted. Nine Peltier devices with the size of the
Peltier devices are 20 mm  20 mm are spread on the surface of the thermal interface. There are three
types of simulations (case. 1 and case. 2 in Fig. 5-4) that set to the different virtual distributed thermal
conductance. The reference value of temperature (relative temperature) T ref22 was set to 5 K in each cases.
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Fig. 5-11: Experimental results of the virtual distributed thermal conductance control (Exp. 3).
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Fig. 5-12: Thermography of the virtual distributed thermal conductance control (Exp. 3).
In this section, 2 cases of virtual thermal conductances are simulated shown as
case1 :2411 1221 22
31 32
35 =
240:1 0:10:1 0:1
0:1 0:1
35 (5.19)

11 12 13
21 22 23

=

0:1 0:1 0:1
0:1 0:1 0:1

(5.20)
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Fig. 5-13: Simulation results of the virtual distributed thermal conductance (case 1).
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Fig. 5-14: Simulation results of the virtual distributed thermal conductance control (case 1).
case2 :2411 1221 22
31 32
35 =
240:05 0:050:1 0:1
0:0 0:0
35 (5.21)

11 12 13
21 22 23

=

0:05 0:1 0:05
0:0 0:0 0:0

(5.22)
The sampling rate of the simulation is 1 ms.
Simulation Results
Figs. 5-13, 5-15 and Figs. 5-14, 5-16 show the virtual distributed thermal conductance value and
temperature responses after 20 s. From Figs. 5-14 and 5-16, temperature distribution can be rendered
based on the virtual distributed thermal conductance value shown in Figs. 5-13 and 5-15. In Fig. 5-14,
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Fig. 5-15: Simulation results of the virtual distributed thermal conductance (case 2).
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Fig. 5-16: Simulation results of the virtual distributed thermal conductance control (case 2).
virtual heat conduction occurs from center to the whole. All virtual thermal conductances were set to 0.1
and each heat sources were connected. It means that the thermal display can render grasping hot object
shown in case 1 of Fig. 5-4. In Fig. 5-16, virtual heat conduction occurs only the lower part of the
hand although the reference is the same with case1. The reason is that the virtual thermal conductance is
different between case 1 and 2. In this case, spatial sensation shown in case 2 of Fig. 5-4 can be rendered.
Therefore, it is found that the thermal conductance is virtually reproduced on the surface of the thermal
display. From these results, it can be said that the virtual distributed thermal conductance control makes
it possible to render the desired temperature distribution.
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Peltier device
Fig. 5-17: Wearable thermal interface developed in this dissertation.
Summary of This Section
In this section, the control method for changing the heat flow on the surface of the thermal display was
proposed. The thermal display was developed by spreading multiple Peltier devices on the surface, and
sensing and rendering the continuous thermal sensation was conducted by the proposed control method.
The section defined the relationship between heat sources as “virtual distributed thermal conductance”.
The parameter is related to SC, and heat flow on the between heat sources can be freely changed. By the
virtual conductance controller, the amount of virtual thermal interference to take into each heat source
was adjusted on the surface of the thermal display. The method were confirmed by some experiments
and simulations.
5.2.2 Application to Wearable Thermal Interface
Development of the Wearable Thermal Interface
The application of the virtual distributed thermal conductance mentioned in the previous section is
introduced. The method can be used for any cases of existing controllable multiple heat sources. This
dissertation developed a wearable thermal interface using two heat sources as an application example.
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Thermocouple
Heat insulator
Fig. 5-18: Structure of the wearable thermal interface.
In the same way as the previous section, each heat source is modeled by a lumped parameter system,
and an amount of virtual heat conductance between fingers is decided by SC. The wearable thermal
interface developed in this study is shown in Fig. 5-17. The Peltier device was attached to the thumb and
index finger part of the glove. This section proposed a method to control virtual heat conduction between
fingers by setting virtual thermal conductance between two fingers of the glove. Two Peltier devices are
attached to the glove. The structure is shown in Fig. 5-18. Two Peltier devices (10 mm  10 mm) are
used as thermal actuators and these are attached to the glove; one device is attached to the thumb and
the other to the index finger. Two kinds of thermocouples are used in this wearable thermal interface for
sensing the temperature of the finger and the contact object. Thus, the temperature of the human finger
and contact object can be observed separately.
Modeling the Thermal Interface
Model of Heat Flow Through the Thermal Interface
The model of thermal phenomena based on the thermal network method is shown in Fig. 5-19. Here,
T th, T in, T con, Rth con, Rin con, and Rth in stand for temperature of thumb, index finger, contact
object, and virtual thermal resistance between thumb and contact object, index finger and contact object,
index finger and contact object, respectively. The Peltier devices attached to two fingers are connected
via a virtual thermal conductance G. The virtual thermal conductance, which is the inverse of thermal
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Contact object
qth-con
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G
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virtual heat conduction
Joule heatJoule heat
Peltier effectPeltier effect
T con
Rth-in
Fig. 5-19: Model of wearable interface based on a thermal network method.
Peltier devices
Fig. 5-20: Experimental setup for verifying the control method using wearable interface.
resistance, is expressed as
G =
1
Rth in
: (5.23)
Therefore, the virtual thermal conductance varies depending on the material of the contact object. The
virtual heat conduction on the hand can be changed based on the virtual thermal conductance. Here, the
relationship between  and SC is shown as
SC =
G
x
: (5.24)
When SC has a small value, heat flow between heat sources occurs, and virtual heat interference does
not occur in the case that SC is set to1.
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Fig. 5-21: Experimental results of temperature at the thumb and the index finger (case 1).
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Fig. 5-22: Experimental results of temperature at the thumb and the index finger (case 2).
Outline of Experiments
Fig. 5-20 shows the experimental setup. A test subject wears the glove and holds hot coffee and ice
coffee mutually. In this experiments, temperature command of the device attached to the index finger
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was derived from the temperature response of the thumb. Two experimental configurations were set, in
which the virtual thermal conductance G was set to 1.0 K/W (case 1) and 0.1 K/W (case 2). By using
(5.23), the two heat sources in the thermal interface are connected by the virtual thermal resistance 1.0
K/W and 10.0 K/W, respectively. It means that virtual heat conduction between fingers in the thermal
interface changes depending on the value of G.
Experimental Results
Figs. 5-21 and 5-22 show the temperature responses at the thumb and the index finger. Fig. 5-21
shows that almost similar temperature responses were observed in case 1 at the index finger and the
thumb. The reason of delay between responses of the index finger and the thumb is that the command of
the index finger was calculated from the thumb one. On the other hand, temperature responses slightly
changed in case 2, as shown in Fig. 5-22. It means that virtual heat conduction changes depending on
the value of G. These results indicate that virtual material can also be rendered between two fingers.
Summary of This Section
The application of the virtual distributed thermal conductance mentioned in the previous section was
introduced. This dissertation developed a wearable thermal interface using two heat sources as an ap-
plication example. The study proposed a method to control virtual heat conduction between fingers by
setting virtual thermal conductance between two fingers of the glove. The experimental results indicate
the validity of the proposed method. The method can be used for any cases of existing controllable mul-
tiple heat sources, and applying the method to other thermal interface using many heat sources will be
conducted in the future works.
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Fig. 5-23: The concept figure of virtual heat conduction control.
5.3 Modeling Based on a Distributed Parameter System
5.3.1 Virtual Heat Conduction Between Heat Sources
In this section, virtual heat conduction between heat sources mentioned in the previous chapter is
modeled by a thermal diffusion equation. Each heat source is also modeled by one thermal capacitance
as a lumped parameter model, and SC is defined as
SC =
G
x
: (5.25)
Here, G and x stand for virtual thermal conductance between a heat source and virtual heat conduction
and the size of a heat source, respectively. Thus, the virtual heat flow between heat sources changed
depending on the parameter G. This section discusses the case that G closes to 0. In other words,
each heat source is influenced by heat flow from other heat sources. Generally, an expression ability
of thermal system is determined by the number of heat sources. However, the number of usable heat
sources is limited because of mechanical problems. To solve this problem, the control method that model
derived from a thermal diffusion equation is used between two heat sources is proposed in this section.
The objective of this section is shown in Fig. 5-23. By using the proposed method, the freely-selected
point of the virtual heat conduction can be expressed by only one heat source. Therefore, infinity nodes
of virtual heat conduction can be reproduced by selecting the desired node. The method is expected to
extend the technology for controlling multiple actuators or heat sources as a surface. Some experiments
and simulations are conducted to confirm the proposed method.
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Advantage of the Proposed Method
The advantage of the proposed method is the rendering ability of a single actuator can be improved.
In general, the functionality of the control system is determined by the number of actuators involved the
system. As for the thermal display, many heat sources are needed to render a precise thermal sensation.
However, the control system becomes large as the number of heat sources increases, and the number of
usable heat sources is limited. This dissertation focuses on this point. In the proposed method, command
of each heat source includes thermal dynamics of all positions. Therefore, it is possible to render a freely
selected point of virtual heat conduction and the position of rendering point can be changed as needed
by using the proposed method. Accordingly, expressed resolution can be improved by using a limited
number of heat sources. The method can be applied to every system of actuators array, not only thermal
display.
Precondition of the Thermal System
There are some preconditions for modeling in this dissertation. As for a whole thermal system,
 Multiple heat sources are arranged in a line.
 Real heat interference between heat sources does not occur.
 Virtual heat conduction is controlled between heat sources.
 One heat source is treated as single point.
(The size of the heat source is not considered in this model).
As for virtual heat conduction,
 One-dimensional heat conduction is considered.
 The law of the conservation of energy (first law of thermodynamics) is established.
 The Fourier’s law (second law of thermodynamics) is established.
 Radiation of heat is not considered.
 Thermal parameter of heat conduction is uniform.
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Fig. 5-24: Modeling of thermal system for controlling temperature distribution.
q(s,0) q(s, x)
Fig. 5-25: Block diagram of virtual heat conduction based on a thermal diffusion equation.
Composition of the Thermal System
The thermal system used in this section consists of multiple heat sources, called Peltier devices. The
array of heat sources are called ’thermal display’ in this dissertation. Thermal phenomena in the thermal
display are modeled by using a thermal network method. The model is shown in Fig. 5-24. Here, Cv,
Rv, Cp, Rp, Re, , I , Ta, Tp, and Tpb stand for virtual thermal conductance, virtual thermal resistance,
the one of the Peltier device, electric resistance, Seebeck coefficient, current, ambient temperature, and
temperature of both sides of the Peltier device, respectively. In the case, heat conduction between two
Peltier devices is a virtual one. By using the model, virtual heat conduction can be expressed by using a
single heat source.
Modeling of Virtual Heat Conduction
By using the precondition mentioned in the previous section, virtual heat conduction between two heat
sources are modeled based on a thermal diffusion equation. In this section, the heat flow dimensional
equation is used because the derived model of heat conduction becomes a simple one. The equation is
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expressed as
@q(t; x)
@x
= c
@0:5q(t; x)
@0:5t
(5.26)
c =
r
cs

=
r
1
cd
; (5.27)
where t, x, q, cs, , , and cd stand for time, space, heat flow, specific heat, density, and thermal diffu-
sivity, respectively. Here, the relationship between temperature and heat flow [97, 98] can be calculated
as
q(t; x) = c
@0:5
@t0:5
T (t; x) (5.28)
q(t; x) =
@
@x
T (t; x); (5.29)
where T denotes temperature. The initial condition is set as
q(0; x) = 0: (5.30)
By using (5.30), the solution of (5.26) is derived as
q(s; x) = e cx
p
sq(s; 0); (5.31)
where s denotes the Laplace operator. The block diagram of the fundamental model is shown in Fig.
5-25. In the case of Dirichlet boundary condition, heat flow from both sides of heat sources can be
calculated as
q(s; x) = e cx
p
sq(s; 0) + e (L x)c
p
sq(s; L): (5.32)
Implementation of Distributed Parameter Model
To implement the model derived in the previous chapter, the order of the model is reduced by an
approximation method. e 
p
Ts can be approximated using power series expansion shown as
e 
p
Ts =
1
e
p
Ts
 1
1
2
p
Ts
2
s+
p
Ts+ 1
(5.33)
=
1
T
2 s+
p
Ts+ 1
:
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Fig. 5-26: Bode diagram of approximated model comparing to the theoretical value.
In this dissertation, Oustaloup’s filter [97, 98] is used to implement (5.32). The definition of the filter is
shown as
s  K
NY
k= N
s+ !0k
s+ !k
(k =  N; :::; N) (5.34)
!0k = !b

!h
!b
 k+N+(1 )=2
2N+1
(5.35)
!k = !b

!h
!b
 k+N+(1+)=2
2N+1
(5.36)
K =

!h
!b
  
2
NY
k= N
!k
!0k
; (5.37)
where , N , !b, and !h stand for order of the Laplace operator, order of the filter, low frequency limit,
and upper frequency limit, respectively. Fig. 5-26 shows a bode diagram of the approximation model
comparing to the theoretical model. In this case, x is set to 15 mm, and the thermal diffusivity of copper
is used for calculation. !b and !h were set to 10 2 rad/s and 102 rad/s, respectively. The transfer function
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of the thermal model after approximation is shown as
q(s; x)
q(s; 0)
= e cx
p
s
 0:2921s+ 0:004021
s2 + 0:3755s+ 0:004203
=
0:2903
s+ 0:3640
+
0:0018
s+ 0:0115
: (5.38)
Here, N is set to 2, because it is enough to verify the proposed method within the bandwidth between
10 2 rad/s and 102 rad/s. To increase the resolution of the proposed method, the order of the filter has to
be increased.
Modeling of Peltier Device
Peltier devices are used as a heat source in this method. The Peltier devices are thermoelectric ele-
ments and used for a heating/cooling surface on the thermal display. It generates heat based on the Peltier
effect, and the reference value of the heat flow generated from the device is described as
qref =  TaIref ; (5.39)
where subscript ref stands for the reference value of the Peltier device. Therefore, Peltier device can be
controlled by a current.
Control Algorithm of the Heat Conduction System
The whole block diagram of the control system is shown in Fig. 5-27. Subscript `, r, x, Kpt, Kdt,
Kph, Kdh, subscript cmd, cmp, dis, and res stand for the left, right side, position x, and proportional
and differential gain of temperature and heat flow control, command value, compensated value, distur-
bance, and response, respectively. Here, the Peltier devices are controlled robustly by a heat disturbance
observer [44] to remove disturbance factors such as unnecessary heat flow generated into the control sys-
tem. As for the Peltier devices that are used as boundary heat sources, temperature control is conducted.
The command will be explained in the next section.
Control System for Virtual Heat Conduction
The command of heat flow is calculated as
qcmd = e cx
p
sq` + e
 (L x)cpsqr; (5.40)
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where q` and qr stand for heat flow of the boundary heat sources. From (5.40), heat flow command is
changed depending on x. Therefore, heat flow at the selected point can be expressed using virtual heat
conduction from q` and qr. The command is used for controlling the Peltier device as if any point of
heat conduction can be rendered. The devices for rendering virtual heat conduction are controlled by
using the heat flow command derived from (5.40). In the next section, some experiments are conducted
to verify the validity of the proposed method.
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Fig. 5-27: Block diagram of the whole system for controlling temperature distribution.
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Fig. 5-28: Experimental setup of virtual heat conduction system.
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Fig. 5-29: Outline of the experiments for verifying the control method of temperature distribution.
Outline of Experiments
Fig. 5-28 shows the experimental setup of virtual heat conduction system. Four Peltier devices were
spread on the same surface of the heat sink, and four thermocouples and heat flux sensors. Here, the
device number is set such as devices 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The size of the Peltier device is 20 mm
 20 mm. Thermal parameters of the virtual heat conduction were set based on a copper material with
the length (L) is 45 mm. There are three kinds of experiments. The outline of the experiments is shown
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Table 5.2: Parameter of experiments for verifying the control method of temperature distribution.
Parameter Description Value
Kpt Proportional gain for temperature control 1.0
Kdt Differential gain for temperature control 2.0
Kph Proportional gain for heat flow control 7.0
Kdh Differential gain for heat flow control 3.74
n Nominal Seebeck coefficient 0.023 V/K
Cn Nominal thermal capacitance 2.0 J/K
gd Cut-off frequency for pseudo differential 1.0 Hz
gi Cut-off frequency for HDOB 1.0 Hz
L Length of virtual conduction material 45 mm
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Fig. 5-30: Experimental results of exp. A.
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Fig. 5-31: Bode diagram of heat flow comparing the experimental results and the theoretical value.
in Fig. 5-29.
First, implemented heat conduction model was verified. The left side of the device (device 1) was
controlled to 1 K, and the command of the right side of it (device 2) was monitored in the case of exp. A.
The command of heat flow was compared to the real heat conduction using a copper wire, that is attached
heat source at the left side of the wire. The length of the wire is also 45 mm. The experimental results
were also compared to simulation results that are derived from the theoretical value at a selected point
of virtual heat conduction material. Besides, frequency characteristics between the response of heat flow
and the command of heat flow derived from it were verified. Here, sweep signal was applied for 100 s,
and the frequency was changed from 0.01 rad/s.
Second, the control method of virtual heat conduction was verified. In the case of exp. B-1, the
temperature of the left side of the device (device 1) was controlled to 1 K. The devices 2, 3, and 4 were
controlled from the command of heat flow based on (5.40). In this experiments, x was set to 15 mm
(L/3), 30 mm (2L/3), and 45 mm (L) (exp. B-1). In the exps. B-2, B-3, and B-4, the temperature of both
sides of the devices (device 1, device 4) were controlled to 1 K and  1 K. As for other devices, x used
for the command of heat flow is changed. In the case of exp. B-2, the command of devices 2 and 3 were
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Fig. 5-32: Experimental results of exp. B-1.
set to 5 mm (L/9) and 40 mm (8L/9) from the left. In the case of exp. B-3, the command of devices 2
and 3 were set to 15 mm (L/3) and 30 mm (2L/3) from the left. In the case of exp. B-4, the command of
devices 2 and 3 were set to 22.5 mm (L/2). The parameter values used for the experiment are shown in
Table 5.2.
Verification of Implemented Heat Conduction Model
Fig. 5-30 (a) shows heat flow command of virtual heat conduction and the responses of real heat
conduction in case of exp. A. The response of heat flow was calculated from temperature response
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Fig. 5-33: Experimental results of exps. B-2, B-3, and B-4.
of thermocouples attached to the wire. From Fig. 5-30 (a), the command of heat flow is almost the
same as the real one. Thus, it can be said that the command of heat flow derived from (5.40) can be
expressed by a real heat conduction. Fig. 5-30 (b) shows the transient responses of temperature value in
the case of exp. A. These experimental results were compared to the simulation values that are derived
from the theoretical values at the selected point of virtual heat conduction material. From Fig. 5-30
(b), temperature responses are almost the same as the simulation results. Therefore, it is found that
temperature responses can be controlled to the thermal model based on a thermal diffusion equation.
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The bode diagram of the heat flow response of the device 1 and the heat flow command of device 2 is
shown in Fig. 5-31. From Fig. 5-31, the frequency characteristics are almost same with the theoretical
value within the bandwidth between 10 2 rad/s and 102 rad/s. Therefore, the thermal model derived in
this section can be implemented in the experiments.
Verification of Virtual Heat Conduction Control
Figs. 5-32 (a) and (b) show the temperature and heat flow responses in case of exp. B-1, respectively.
From Fig. 5-32 (a), the transient responses and the attainment temperature of each case are different.
In particular, the wider the position between the boundary heat sources, the slower heat conducts. It is
because the model of virtual heat conduction is changed depending on the position on the heat conduction
material. From Fig. 5-32 (b), the command value of heat flow becomes large depending on the rendered
position. Therefore, the heat flow command is changed depending on rendered position, and temperature
responses are changed accordingly. In this experiments, the virtual heat conduction is slow because of
using the theoretical value of copper wire with the length is 45 mm. Conduction speed can become faster
if the thermal diffusivity is set to the larger value. Figs. 5-33 (a) and (b) show the temperature and heat
flow responses in case of the exps. B-2, B-3, and B-4, respectively. From Figs. 5-33 (a) and (b), selected
point from Fig. 5-29 can be rendered. There is a tendency that heat flow command is effected from the
closer boundary heat source. From these results, a freely-selected point of virtual heat conduction can be
rendered using a limited number of heat sources.
Summary of This Section
In this section, the method that model derived from a thermal diffusion equation is used between two
heat sources was proposed. This section discusses the case that SC closes to 0. Thus, each heat source
is influenced by heat flow from other heat sources by using heat flow controller. By using the virtual
heat conduction, a freely-selected point of the virtual heat conduction can be expressed by only one heat
source. Therefore, infinity nodes of virtual heat conduction can be reproduced by selecting the desired
node. The validity of the method was verified by some experimental results. The method is expected to
extend the technology for controlling multiple actuators or heat sources as a surface.
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Peltier devices
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Fig. 5-34: Finger stall for rendering thermal sensation developed in this dissertation.
5.3.2 Modeling and Control Based on Two-Dimensional Thermal Diffusion Equation
In this section, the finger stall in which four heat sources are attached is developed and its control
method for rendering spatial thermal sensation is proposed. Here, the model based on a thermal diffusion
equation has a high spatial control stiffness SC because x closes to 0 when the equation is derived
and temperature control is conducted using the model. The finger stall for rendering thermal sensation
developed in this dissertation is shown in Fig. 5-34. The four heat sources are attached to the copper
plate, and the human finger is thermally stimulated by touching the plate. The temperature distribution
on the copper plate is modeled based on a a two-dimensional thermal diffusion equation, and spacial
thermal sensation can be rendered using the proposed system. Some experiments were conducted to
verify the proposed thermal system and its control system.
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Back of the interface Front of the interface
Fig. 5-35: Structure of the developed finger stall.
Advantage of the Proposed Method
The advantage of the proposed method is to render the spatial thermal sensation by using a simple
model. As for a thermal interface, many heat sources are needed to render a precise thermal sensation.
However, the number of heat sources that can be used is limited to attach to the fingertip as much
as human resolution. In the proposed method, the thermal model for control system includes thermal
dynamics. Therefore, it is possible to render a two-dimensional surface by controlling the limited number
of heat sources. The method can be applied to all system of actuators array, not only thermal display.
Structure of the Developed Finger Stall
Fig. 5-35 shows the structure of the developed finger stall. The interface consists of four Peltier
devices, copper plate, and the plate that is covered by a silicon finger stall. In the back of the interface,
the Peltier devices are attached to the copper plate. Human finger touches the front side of the interface.
In the next section, the modeling of the interface is discussed.
Precondition of the Modeling
There are some preconditions for modeling. As for the developed finger stall,
 Four heat sources are attached on the copper plate.
 Temperature on the plate can be expressed as a superposition of heat.
 The thermal system can be modeled by dividing into four parts.
As for heat conduction on the copper plate,
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Fig. 5-37: Modeling of heat conduction dividing into four parts.
 Two-dimensional heat conduction is considered.
 The law of the conservation of energy (first law of thermodynamics) is established.
 The Fourier’s law (second law of thermodynamics) is established.
 Radiation of heat is not considered.
 Thermal parameter of heat conduction is uniform in x and y axis.
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Fig. 5-38: Modeling of heat conduction based on two-dimensional thermal equation.
Modeling of the Developed Finger Stall
The finger stall for rendering thermal sensation developed in this dissertation consists of four Peltier
devices. The Peltier devices are used to reproduce hot/cold sensations by controlling currents. The model
based on a thermal network method is shown in Fig. 5-38. Here, subscript c, subscript p, C, R, Re, ,
I , Ta, Tp, and Tpb stand for a parameter of thermal conduction, a parameter of Peltier device, thermal
conductance, thermal resistance, electric resistance, Seebeck coefficient, current, ambient temperature,
and temperature of both sides of Peltier device, respectively. In the model, a Peltier device is used
for a heat source, and copper plate is treated as a two-dimensional heat conduction system. The heat
conduction can be considered by dividing into four parts shown in Fig. 5-37. Here, temperature of
heat sources are named as TA, TB, TC, and TD and temperature of control points are named as Ta, Tb,
Tc, and Td. Heat conduction on the copper plate attached to four heat sources are modeled based on a
two-dimensional thermal diffusion equation shown as
@T (t; x; y)
@t
= c2

@2T (t; x; 0)
@x2
+
@2T (t; 0; y)
@y2

(5.41)
c2 =

cs
; (5.42)
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where c2, , , and cs stand for the thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat,
respectively. The temperature input can be divided into two direction; x axis and y axis shown as
TA;B;C;D(t; x; y) = TA;B;C;D(t; x; 0) + TA;B;C;D(t; 0; y): (5.43)
The boundary conditions are set as
T (t; 0; y) = TA;B;C;D(t; 0; 0) (5.44)
T (t; x; 0) = TA;B;C;D(t; 0; 0) (5.45)
@T (t; Lx; 0)
@x
= 0 (5.46)
@T (t; 0; Ly)
@y
= 0: (5.47)
Moreover, the initial condition is expressed as
@T (0; x; y)
@t
= 0: (5.48)
By using the boundary and initial conditions, the temperature at position x can be derived as
T (s; x; y) =
e 
x
c
p
s + e 
(2L x)
c
p
s
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
T (s; x; 0)
+
e 
y
c
p
s + e 
(2L y)
c
p
s
1 + e 2
L
c
p
s
T (s; 0; y); (5.49)
where s denotes the Laplace operator. Here, the thermal system is assumed that temperature on the plate
can be expressed as a superposition of heat. The block diagram of the fundamental model is shown in
Fig. 5-38. From Fig. 5-38, there is torsion of heat flow in the heat conduction model. The model of the
Peltier device is shown as
qref =  TaIref ; (5.50)
where subscript ref stands for reference value of the Peltier device.
Compensation of Heat Damping
There is a heat flow torsion in the heat conduction system and the heat damping occurs on the heat
conduction. The damping compensator is applied for two-dimensional heat conduction. The block
diagram of the damping compensator is shown in Fig. 5-39. Here, qin, A, B, Li, Dcmp, and T res are
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expressed as
qin =

qin(s; 0; y) 0
0 qin(s; x; 0)

(5.51)
Ie =

Iref 0
0 Iref

(5.52)
A =
  Ta 0
0  Ta

(5.53)
B =

1
Cs 0
0 1Cs

(5.54)
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Li =
"
gi
s+gi
0
0 gis+gi
#
(5.55)
Dcmp =
24 cq1s 0
0 c
q
1
s
35 (5.56)
T resp =

TA;B;C;D(s; x; 0) 0
0 TA;B;C;D(s; 0; y)

(5.57)
T resco =

Ta;b;c;d(s; x; 0) 0
0 Ta;b;c;d(s; 0; y)

; (5.58)
where Iref , s, gi, , c, qin, qcmp stands for reference value of electric current, Laplace operator, cut-
off frequency of the damping compensator, thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, external heat flow,
damping compensated heat flow, respectively. Here, thermal interference is not considered in this thermal
model and interference terms between two heat sources set to 0. The compensator was derived from the
relationship between heat flow and temperature shown as
q = 
@T
@x
: (5.59)
A heat inflow observer is used for estimating external heat flow from the copper plate, and the damping
compensator can be constructed by using the observer. qcmp can be derived by using (5.59) as
qcmp = T resp  MT resco
=  Dcmpqin; (5.60)
whereM stands for the model of two-dimensional heat conduction model. From (5.60), the heat flow
torsion can be compensated using the estimated heat flow at the end of the heat sources, heat conduction
parameter, and the fractional integrator.
Compensation of Propagation Delay
The thermal model also includes a delay element. Therefore, the heat compensator for delay compen-
sation is applied to two-dimensional heat conduction. The compensating temperature for the delay of the
thermal system is calculated as
T cmph = (AnBnIe   T resco )Lh; (5.61)
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where T cmph and Lh stand for the compensating temperature for delay of the thermal system and low-
pass filter for delay compensation, respectively. The block diagram of the heat compensator is shown in
Fig. 5-40. The delay of the thermal system can be compensated by using the model of the Peltier device.
Temperature Control Based on the Two-dimensional Thermal Diffusion Equation
The block diagram of the proposed control system is shown in Fig. 5-41. Here, T cmd andKp stand
for command value of temperature and proportional gain, respectively. The temperature of the control
points (Ta;b;c;d) are controlled by the damping compensator and the delay compensator. The control
system is used for one control point and one heat source, and there are four control systems are aligned
in parallel. The validity of the proposed method is verified through some experiments in the next section.
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Fig. 5-41: Block diagram of the control system using two-dimensional thermal diffusion equation.
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Fig. 5-42: Experimental setup using four Peltier devices.
Table 5.3: Parameter of experiments for verifying temperature control using finger stall.
Parameter Description Value
n Nominal Seebeck coefficient 0.002 V/K
Cn Nominal thermal capacitance 0.8 J/K
 Thermal conductivity 398 W/m  K
c Thermal diffusivity 110  10 6 m2/s
gd Cut-off frequency for pseudo differential 0.2 rad/s
gi Cut-off frequency of HIOB 10.0 rad/s
gh Cut-off frequency of heat compensator 1.0 rad/s
Kp Proportional gain for temperature control 0.04
Outline of Experiments
Fig. 5-42 shows the experimental setup. Thermocouples are attached to the Peltier devices and control
points on the copper plate. Ta, Tb, Tc, Td were controlled to 1 K (temperature difference). The parameter
values used for the experiment are listed in Table 5.3.
Experimental Results
Figs. 5-43 and 5-44 show the experimental results of temperature control with and without the damp-
ing and delay compensation. Here, temperature command of Ta, Tb, Tc, and Td was set to  1 K (tem-
perature difference), and responses without the compensation are treated as the conventional method.
From Figs. 5-43 and 5-44, the response speed of the proposed method was faster than the one without
the compensation. Fig. 5-45 shows the comparison of transient responses. From Fig. 5-45, it is clear
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Fig. 5-43: Experimental results in case of controlling to 1 K using damping and delay compensation (the
proposed method).
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Fig. 5-44: Experimental results in case of controlling to 1 K without damping and delay compensation
(conventional method).
that the following speed with the proposed compensator is faster than the conventional one and the pro-
posed compensator worked well in the transient responses. Fig. 5-46 shows the experimental results of
temperature control using the damping and delay compensator, when the command of Ta and Td set to
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Fig. 5-46: Experimental results in case of controlling to 1 K and 1.4 K.
1. 0 K and 1.4 K, respectively. From Fig. 5-46, temperature control can be conducted in the case of
setting the different temperature command. By comparing to the proposed and conventional responses,
the accuracy of the proposed one is improved. There are steady-state errors in both cases because of the
modeling error. It will be considered in the future works. Figs. 5-47 and 5-48 show the thermography
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Fig. 5-48: Thermography of the experiments (Ta, Tb, Tc, and Td was set to 1 K and 1.4 K).
of the above experiments. The left part of Fig. 5-47 shows the temperature distribution in the case that
each temperature was controlled to  1 K. The right part of Fig. 5-48 shows the one in case that each
temperature was controlled to 1 K and 1.4 K. From these experiments, the desired temperature distribu-
tion on the finger can be rendered by using the proposed compensator. As described above, the control
method based on a two-dimensional thermal diffusion equation can work in such interface with multiple
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heat sources.
Spatial and Temporal Resolution of the Control System
The spatial and time resolutions of the system are decided by the physical property of the heat con-
duction material. In the case of using uniform material, these resolutions are related to the number and
locations of heat sources and sensors. However, there is a possibility that they are decreased by heat
interference on the surface of the system. If the current compensation is over the power of the control
system, heat interference cannot be rejected. As for the experimental setup used in section 4.2.2, two
points can be controlled by two heat sources and spatial resolution is three parts because of attaching
three thermocouples. As for the experimental setup used in this section, four points can be controlled
by four heat sources. However, the amount of currents applied to the Peltier devices are limited and the
system can only control the temperature difference to about 0.5 K.
Summary of This Section
In this section, the finger stall attached four heat sources was developed and its control method for
rendering spatial thermal sensation was proposed. The temperature distribution on the copper plate is
modeled based on a two-dimensional thermal diffusion equation, and spacial thermal sensation can be
rendered using the proposed system. Here, the model based on a thermal diffusion equation has a high
spatially controlled thermal conductance SC because x closes to 0 when the equation is derived, and
temperature control was conducted using the model. The validity of the proposed method was verified
from some experimental results.
5.4 Comparing Distributed Parameter System to Lumped Parameter Sys-
tem
The modeling method based on a distributed parameter model was compared to a lumped parameter
model. The experimental set up is same with Section 5.3.1. The outline of the experiments are shown
in Fig. 5-49. Temperature response when the length of virtual heat conduction is set to 15 mm are
compared to the one based on a lumped parameter model. In this case, virtual heat conduction based on
a three-capacitance model was used as a conventional method. Fig. 5-50 shows temperature responses
comparing to virtual conduction derived from a lumped parameter model. From Fig. 5-50, transient
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response based on a distributed parameter model is close in theoretical value. However, there is an error
between response based on a lumped parameter model and the theoretical value. Thus, it is difficult to
render a transient response of temperature at selected point using a lumped parameter model, despite
complicated calculation of the thermal parameter is required. By using the proposed method, selected
point of virtual heat conduction can be rendered easily. Therefore, the validity of the proposed method
can be verified from some experimental results.
The relationship between SC and each chapter is shown in Fig. 5-51. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, virtual
heat conduction between multiple heat sources was considered. Each heat source is modeled by one
thermal capacitance as a lumped parameter model, and SC is defined as
SC =
q
Tx
; (5.62)
where x stand for virtual heat conduction and the size of a heat source. The amount of the virtual
heat conduction between heat sources was changed depending on the rate between q and T , and SC
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Fig. 5-51: The relationship between SC and Chapter 5.
changed from 0 to1. In Section 5.4, the virtual heat conduction between heat sources is modeled based
on a thermal diffusion equation. Here, heat flow control was conducted and SC was set to 0. SC was
set to 1 in Section 5.4 and temperature control was conducted. The model derived from a distributed
parameter model has high stiffness and temperature control can be conducted with high accuracy. As
mentioned above, the relationship between control stiffness and spatial information can be realized based
on SC defined in this dissertation.
5.5 Summary of Chapter 5
In this chapter, modeling and control method of the multi-degree-of-freedom heat conduction was
explained. First part of this chapter treated the control method in the case that thermal interference does
not occur. Virtual distributed thermal conductance between heat sources was introduced, and virtual
temperature distribution on the thermal display can be controlled using the control method. Besides, the
wearable thermal interface was developed and virtual heat conduction between fingers was controlled
using the virtual distributed thermal conductance control. A distributed parameter system with multiple
heat sources was also treated. Then, the method for considering thermal interference was discussed.
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The method explained in Chapter 3 was applied to the multi-degree-of-freedom heat conduction, and
temperature distribution on the surface of the thermal interface was modeled and controlled. The finger
stall using copper plate and four Peltier devices was developed, and temperature control was conducted
by the damping and delay elements.
In the case of controlling the heat conduction system, the desired temperature gradient can be ex-
pressed on the surface of the thermal system. The temperature gradient becomes more complicated by
increasing the number of heat sources, and the proposed method will be verified by using many heat
sources.
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Conclusions
This dissertation proposed methods for modeling and control of the heat conduction system based on
spatial information. By modeling and constructing the control system using both lumped and distributed
parameter systems, the way of treating spatial and temporal information of thermal dynamics is revealed.
This dissertation defined the spatially controlled thermal conductance (SC) as a novelty control index.
As shown in Fig. 1-1 in the introduction, the dissertation proposed the basic theory for improving the
functionality of thermal interface, and it was verified by using the fundamental experimental setup.
The modeling theory of heat conduction system was explained in Chapter 2. There are two ways of
modeling; a lumped parameter model and a distributed parameter model. Both modeling methods are
considered based on SC and the proposed theory was discussed. SC defined sensitivity to a disturbance
heat flow that entered from a human finger in each contacting position. In other words, intermediate
control between temperature and heat flow can be conducted by using SC. Moreover, SC is related to
control stiffness of the lumped parameter model and distributed parameter model using the size of a node
of heat conduction model.
Chapter 3 showed a modeling and control method of one-degree-of-freedom heat conduction system
and the case that SC is set from 0 to1 was considered. In the first half of Chapter 3, heat conduction
system was treated as three-capacitance system and control system was constructed based on a lumped
parameter system. The contacting points can be detected by calculating the ratio of heat flow estimated
by observer set in each location of the heat conduction material. By using the detection algorithm,
temperature control at contacting points was conducted. Moreover, virtual thermal conductance control
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at any contacting points on the material was proposed. The method makes it possible to freely change
the thermal responses at the contacting point by setting the parameter of the virtual thermal conductance.
The model and control system using a thermal diffusion equation was proposed in the second half of
Chapter 3 and control system was constructed based on a distributed parameter system. Heat conduction
system can be expressed as a damping element and a delay element by using a thermal diffusion equation,
and it is easy to implement the control system using the model. These modeling and control methods are
core techniques in this dissertation and are used in different situations. Both methods were compared at
the end of the chapter.
Chapter 4 showed a modeling and control method of two-degree-of-freedom heat conduction system
and the case that SC is set from 0 to1 was considered. In the first half of Chapter 4, heat conduction
system was treated as three-capacitance system and control system was constructed based on a lumped
parameter system. The methods of temperature and virtual thermal conductance control with detection of
two contacting points were proposed. The general model was introduced and the method of detection and
temperature control atN points was discussed. In the case ofN close to 0, a distributed parameter model
can be derived. The model using a thermal diffusion equation was proposed in the second half of Chapter
4 and control system was constructed based on a distributed parameter system. The superposition of
heat was used, and the heat conduction system attached to two heat sources was modeled by two one-
dimensional thermal diffusion equations. Both methods are compared at the end of the chapter.
In Chapter 5, modeling and control method of multiple-dimensional heat conduction system was ex-
plained, and the case that SC is set from 0 to1 was considered. First of this chapter, the control method
in the case that real thermal interference does not occur. Virtual distributed thermal conductance be-
tween heat sources was introduced, and temperature distribution on the thermal display can be controlled
using virtual heat conduction. Besides, the wearable thermal interface was developed, and virtual heat
conduction between fingers was controlled using the distributed thermal conductance control. A dis-
tributed parameter system was also connected to multiple heat sources. The control method for making
the heat flow command derived from a thermal diffusion equation was proposed. Then, the method for
considering thermal interference was discussed. The method explained in Chapter 3 is applied to multi-
degree-of-freedom heat conduction system, and temperature distribution on the surface of the thermal
interface was modeled and controlled. The finger stall using copper plate and four Peltier devices was
developed and temperature control was conducted by using the damping and delay elements.
Therefore, this dissertation proposed SC and the various control method based on SC was discussed.
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It was found that SC can realize the relationship between a lumped parameter model and a distributed
parameter model based on spatial information, and the control stiffness can be changed spatially by
using the concept of SC. The advantage of this dissertation is that there is a possibility of the improving
functionality of the control system using a limited number of actuators and heat conduction material. By
using SC, control stiffness can be changed freely and various thermal sensation can be rendered using
the same material is possible. Additionally, heat flow between heat sources or fingers can be controlled
by setting sensitivity to disturbance.
Although this dissertation proposed the fundamental theory for the control of heat conduction systems
based on the spatially controlled thermal conductance, there are still some issues which should be solved
to extend the applicability and generality of the proposed method in the future work. As mentioned in
the introduction, the proposed fundamental theory has to be improved theoretically and mechanistically.
First, the proposed method should be applied for modeling that includes both a lumped parameter and
a distributed parameter system. The dissertation discussed both models separately; however, there are
many cases that control object has nonuniformity part. In this case, the spatially controlled thermal
conductance will work well because it is possible to set the sensitivity to a disturbance in each location on
the material by using the SC. In addition, parameter variation of the thermal model should be considered.
The functionality of the thermal interface is expected to improve by applying the proposed method to
such material. Second, the proposed method should extend to a multi-degree-of-freedom system. The
control method proposed in this dissertation is derived from the model of one-dimensional het conduction
and established the fundamental technique of heat conduction system. Besides, the control performance
can be further improved by increasing the number of heat sources of the thermal interface. To expand the
applicable range, multi-dimensional heat conduction should be considered. Moreover, heat dissipation
of the Peltier device has to be fully treated in the experimental setup. In particular, heat dissipation of the
device attached to the wearable interface has to be considered. Finally, the proposed method should be
applied to other control systems. The dissertation focuses on a heat conduction system; however, there
is a possibility to use the proposed method to the different control object. The proposed method derived
from the assumption that heat conduction can be expressed as an RC circuit. Therefore, the proposed
control method can be applied to the material that has characteristics of an RC circuit. Although more
investigation and further development of the theories are needed, the contents of this dissertation are
expected to contribute to developing the technique for supporting humans. The theory discussed in this
dissertation can be expected to help to promote interaction between human and robot.
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